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Murray, KY 4207 1

Winters, Henley eye assembly's forward movement
By TOM BERRY
wietAless spending
sanship that has prevailed in government, as well as in
Staff Writer
in Washington over
elections, does not put food on the table, educate a
itth District Rep. Melvin Henley and First the past decade.
child, nor produce a job."
District Sen. Ken Winters both agree that Gov.
Henley. D-Murray.
Winters. R-Murray, said the governor's speech dealt
Steve Beshear's State of the Commonwealth said Beshear probawith numerous issues, including an optimistic report
speech Tuesday night hit home in several areas and bly pointed out what
regarding revenue for the first six months of the fiscal
will help lay groundwork for moving Kentucky for- most Kentuckians
year, current economic development initiatives as well
ward during this year's 30-day session.
already know, but
as a strong emphasis on education.
During the speech. Beshear encouraged Kentuckians there's more they
"A Senate bill establishing a 'one-stop" content for
fighting a tough economy to look to the future by might not.
businesses to communicate with for a full array of state
pointing out bright spots in economic growth across
"He also reminded
services needed, sponsored by Senate President
the Commonwealth.
us that we had done a
(David) Williams and Sen. David Givens, was dis-The light that you see at the end of the tunnel is real, (state) budget bill eight times in six years. cutting the cussed by the governor and used as
a classic example
and we are moving closer to it,- Beshear said, accord- budget each time, for a cumulative total of over $1 bil- of non-partisan efforts to better serve
Kentucky and its'
ing to an Associated Press report Wednesday. Beshear lion." Henley said."One remark made by the governor
blamed economic hard times on Wall Street greed and that I totally agree with was that the rancorous parti-

F
Murray-Calloway
Endowment sets
date for Half
Marathon,5K run
Special to the Ledger
NI urray -Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare will
host the first ever Murray Half
Marathon and 5K run. Current
sponsors for the race are:
Murray Calloway County
Hospital, Center for Health &
Wellness. the City of Murray
and County of Calloway, who
are teaming together to host the
Murray Half Marathon and 5K
run on Saturday. April 16.
beginning at 7 a.m. at the Center
for Health 8c Wellness on
Poplar Street. according to
Melony Bray. MCCH director
of Marketing.
The event will raise funds to
support the Murray Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare,
which supports raising funds for
the residential hospice house.
rural physician education program. a new equipment fund.
and the unrestricted general
fund where monies can be used
to the area of greatest need.
To register before the event.
forms can be picked up or
dropped off at the Murray-

Hospital sees
financial
turnaround
in December

•See Page 2A

Olympian Galway to hod
Marartion ming school
Special to the Ledger
Murray -Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare will
host the first ever Murray Half
Marathon along with a 5K
run/walk and a 1 -mile fun run
on Saturday. April 16, at the
Center for Health & Wellness
on Poplar Street, according to
Melony Bray. MCCH director
of Marketing.
In conjunction with the Half
Marathon, special guest Jeff
Galloway will host a running
school on Friday. April IS.

•See Page 2A
WEATHER
KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Pictured are some of the knitted and crocheted hats of all shapes and sizes on display at Red Bug on 3rd Yam Shop
and Fine Craft Gallery. The hats are part of the inaugural January Hat Challenge, which will raise money for the American
Cancer Society.

Red Bug hats help cancer patients
Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a high near 30
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 17
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 35
Friday Night: Mostly cloudy
with a !ow around 24
Saturday: Partly sunny with
a high near 42
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a low around 27
Sunday: Partly sunny, w:th a
high neat 45
Sunday Night Cloudy with
a low around 32
Monday: A chance of raw
and snow Cloudy with a high
near 48

By KYSER LOUGH
proceeds go straight to the ACS.
Staff Writer
Beyond the monetary donation.
or cancer patients undergoing
McFarlane said she gave entrants the
intense chemotherapy, a hat can be a option to donate the hat itself to the
good way to deal with the side-effect Regional Cancer Center at Murrayof hair loss. For Trudy McFarlane. it's also Calloway County Hospital. She said many
turning into another way to fight the nega- have agreed to give their hats to the centivity of cancer.
ter, which will then provide them to canApproximately 25 knitted or crocheted
cer patients as they undergo treatment. In
hats are on display in the front room of
fact, a slight misinterpretation of
Red Bug on 3rd. a knitter's haven on N.
McFarlane's original contest flier means
3rd Street. The hats range in style and
the center will receive much more than
size, but have one thing in common - they just the 25 contest hats.
are all part of a fundraiser McFarlane is
"The flier said that hats could be donatrunning to benefit the American Cancer
ed, which was supposed to just mean the
Society. Until Saturday, Feb. 12, the hats
hats in the contest. But I was pleasantly
will be available to view and vote on,
surprised when people started bringing
using money as a ballot. The hats in each
(hats) in just to donate,- McFarlane said.
category (man, woman, child) with the
"A nine year-old girl made 10 hats to
most donations wins a small prize and all
donate and has one entered in the chal-

F

lenge. She had originally been making
them to sell but saw the contest flier in the
library and decided to just donate all of
them.McFarlane came up with the idea to hold
the contest after a good friend was diagnosed with leukemia. After intense
chemotherapy. she lost all of her hair.
which is when McFarlane and her knitting
stepped in to make hats for her friend. As
the former director of Glendale Place
Assisted Living Community, McFarlane
worked closely with the cancer center and
hospice and knew the struggle patients
have.
"I thought 'what could I do to brighten
this up a little'? What if I challenged knitters and crocheters to help raise money?"

•See Page 2A

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
One month after reporting one
of the worst financial months in
the history of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. the tables
have turned drastically.
Brad Bloemer, interim CEO.
brought the good news to the
Board of Trustees during their
monthly meeting Wednesday
and a finance committee meeting Tuesday. The hospital posted a $460,000 income from
operations and $344,000 in
investment
income
for
December, which amounted to a
total of $601.000 in net income
after interest expense was taken
out.
Charity care and bad debt, two
factors that played heavily into
November's net income loss of
nearly $600.000, both were
reduced in December. Bloemer
also pointed out that total
salaries and benefits both were
well under budget.
"It's one of
the
best
months we've
ever
had."
Bloemer said
in his report to
the
finance
committee.
"We were very
busy
in
Bloemer
December and
had
several
days where we were full and
had to hold patients in the
Emergency Room.Bloemer added during the
board meeting that the hospital
can expect to do well during the
months of December, January
and February. but the recent
financial results were still very
good.
While the patient census
improved in December, lab visits took a 12 percent drop from
2009, which was a topic of discussion for the finance committee. Bloemer said there has been
a drop in lab referrals from doctors recently. and the finance
committee discussed ways to
address complaints about the
lab, market it better and compete with other lab services.
In other financial business.
Greg Eli and Meredith Douglas
of Lattimore. Black Morgan and
Cain presented a clean opinion
of MCCH after conducting an

•See Page 2A
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excEted-to he writing this 1n-weekfy, attick aitswenng your 4tiestiims
. and.featuring the neWest,wails in
-technology But test for those ot
you .who we currently tintamillai
wiihme and-my business. let me
give you suniebackground for our
-first tiowie:.I w as horo and raised
in the Murray' area and base
„always been happy to tall this area
home I lia‘e a Business
Management degree from Mona',
State Vitiversity ant) y ear,of-expo
nence in technology My background tits exactly to my business
focus. encompassing All aspects Or
tcsh114.I4Ig from individual PC
issues tor residential and small
business Lustoniers to enterprise
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Obituaries
The entry fee is $50 if you
register before Feb. 28 for the
half marathon, which includes a
guaranteed tech running shirt
with pre-registration. Beginning
March I. registration will
increase to $55. The registration
fee for the 5K run/walk is $30.
To register on-line or for additional
information,
visit
www.runwalkmurray.org or call
the Endowment Office at (270)
762-1908 or (27ffi 227-0253.

From Front

needs."
However. Winters said getting
important work done during the
session will require moving forward at a fast pace.
"As chairman of the Senate
Education Committee, we are
working hard on a variety of
bills," Winters said. "We have
already approved and sent to the
House, these education bills.
which I am principle sponsor. I
have filed other bills, one of
which will join two others and
will go to the education committee (today)."
Beshear said state economic
development policies have
helped generate 248 business
expansions,
including
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
POSTER SALE: A student flips through a book of posters during a poster sale this week in the Vanderbilt Chemical and Briggs
8t Stratton in Murray among
Curris Center at Murray State University.
others, since 2009 while creating 14,700 jobs and saving an
group. Committee members dis- said.
additional 4,800. He urged legcussed the items and their
The personnel committee also islation that would gradually
potential revenue and asked discussed higher staff turnover raise the legal age for dropping
From Front
Bloemer to make his recom- in the first quarter of the fiscal out of school to 16 from 18: a
mendation and include revenue year. According to John Wilson, move Republicans in the Senate
annual audit.
projections.
While all the proj- vice president
"MI in all, from our perspecof human rejected last year. Beshear is
ects are included in the budget,
tive, the engagement went
resources, 48 employees from also asking lawmakers to balnot all of them can be completed
ance the Medicaid budget by
smoothly and we hope to see
at the same time due to lack of MCCH and Spring Creek shifting $166.5 million that
that again as we move forward,"
Health
Care
left
employment
cash in hand.
would have been used in 2011.
Eli said to the hoard.
Surgery recruitment will be during the first quarter. Wilson
Bloemer presented the finance placed in the backburner until noted 65 percent, or 31 employ- Beshear's plan also involves
committee with a list of capital new administration is in place ees, were within their first two contracting with more private
projects included in the budget and a needs survey is complet- years of employment and main- sector managed-care organizaand opened discussion on prior- ed, it was decided at the person- ly non-professionals. He said he tions that can provide less
itizing the list. Included in the nel committee meeting Tuesday. will be going person-by-person expensive and more efficient
list was a nearly 4,0(X) square Board member Dr. Rob to look at specific reasons for Medicaid services. He said such
a move has worked in other
foot addition to the Cancer Williams told the committee he
leaving employment in hopes of states and doing it in Kentucky
Center, expansion of the Sleep felt guidelines needed to be
increasing retention in the will save more than enough
Lab to four rooms and reloca- established to narrow down
future.
money to rebalance next year's
tion to the North Tower and ren- what type of surgeon is needed,
The majority of turnover (21 budget.
ovation of a first-floor office in but the decision is ultimately of
percent) was for health reasons
Meanwhile. Winters. chairthe Medical Arts Building for an the administration. Don Futrell,
man
of the Senate Education
but
19
percent
left
without
incoming cardiologist and heart corporate compliance/decision
support, told the committee that notice and 13 percent were Committee, previewed and supa needs survey is already under- termed for cause. Out of the ported a draft proposal this week
way and recruitment must be nine employees that left without to back the formation of charter
based on community need. notice, five were from Spring schools. The Sc:•ate bill would
NOTICE
Committee chair Steve Owens Creek. Other reasons for leaving allow school districts to estab• The Dexter-Almo Heights
said it seemed premature at this the hospital were retirement (13 lish charter schools, which are
Water District will meet juncture to
try and decide how percent), another job (13 per- permitted to operate outside
Tuesday. Feb. 8. at 6 p.m.
to
handle
surgeon
recruitment cent), relocation (13 percent) some regulations in an effort to
The meeting will be held at
improve student performance.
but will be ideal once new and other(10 percent).
the water office located at
according to an AP report.
administration
is
on
board.
351 Almo Rd. For more inforIn other business, the board:
"It's my opinion that everymation call the district at "aimed with a community needs
• heard a report on Emergency thing we can do to equip that
survey." The committee agreed
753-9101
superintendent to respond to
and tabled the matter until then. Room staff retention issues,
•approved a medical staff pol- schools that are in difficulty,
• To report a Town Crier
'Then We can empower -them
item, e-mail, editor@rnurto do what's best.- Williams icy regarding guidelines for stu- then we ought to provide that to
dent observers.
rayledgercom
them." Winters said.

1 r: 1- f‘t

Calloway Endowment office
located on the 2nd floor of the
hospital, or the MCCH Center
for Health & Wellness.
Individuals also have the opportunity to register on-line at
www.runwalkmurray.org.
Forms may also be mailed to:
Murray-Calloway Endowment
- Murray Half Marathon. 803
Poplar Street , Murray, Ky.
42071

•Olympian.

••

From Front

largest corporate fitness events
in the country with a registra-

beginning at 9 a.m. for a threehour class and a one-hour run- tion of more than 20,000 particning assessment.
ipants. He also serves as event
Galloway is a 1972 Olympian director for the Breast Cancer
who ran the 10,000 meters and
Marathon kicking off in
was an alternate on the
February
2008, in which 100
marathon team. He is the author
of more than a dozen books on percent of the race entry fees
running, including "Galloway's will go to breast cancer research
Book on Running:* the best- and care for underserved breast
selling running book in North
cancer patients.
America, and a monthly column
Galloway lives in Atlanta with
for Runner's World magazine.
The Galloway Marathon his wife and two sons.
Program takes place in more
The event will raise funds to
than 40 cities. This low-mileage
support the Murray Calloway
program consists of two 30-45minute runs per week and a Endowment for Healthcare
longer run/walk on the weekend which supports raising funds for
using Galloway's run- walk-run the residential hospice house,
method, putting the marathon rural physician education prowithin reach of almost everygram, a new equipment fund,
one. He has coached more than
and
the unrestricted general
200,0(X) runners and walkers to
fund where monies can be used
their goals.
Galloway was an All- to the area of greatest need.
American runner at Wesleyan
For more information about
University and earned an M.S.
the
Murray Half Marathon &
in social studies from Florida
State University. He has devel- 5K or to register for the Jeff
oped clinics to NASA astro- Galloway Fitness Workshop
nauts, vice-president Al Gore visit www.runwalkmurray.org
and a variety of North American
www.runwalkmurray.org, or
corporations. He also served on
call
the Endowment Office at
the Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games, designing a (270) 762-1800, or email
heritage program to bring the endowment@murrayhospitalor
Olympic excitement and fitness g. Also available on-line is a
into area schools. As a race
half marathon training schedule.
organizer, Galloawy initiated
the
Kaiser
Perinanente Same-day registration will not
Corporate Run/Walk. one of the be available, Bray said.

11 Hats help...
From Front
she said.
From there, the idea turned to
reality thanks to help from
Crystal Nadeau, a former
employee of McFarlane's at
Glendale Place and current
Relay For Life Event Chair.
McFarlane said Nadeau helped
her with the legwork and to get
the word out to the community.
As voting commences,
McFarlane said she has no specific goal in mind, but hopes to
be able to raise a good amount
for the ACS. She said donations

Murray Ledger & lii

may be made in-store to each
hat or general donations may be
mailed in to Red Bug on 3rd,
109-IB N. 3rd St.. Murray, Kr.
42071.
Above all, McFarlane just
wants to be able to help cancer
patients who are having a tough
time, and thinks the warmth of a
hat made with love is perfect.
"There's just a lot of love that
goes into the hats," she said.
"When you know what you're
making it for,(the love)just
goes around."

Watching the Weather
-- with Justin Holland
Low temperature of 10
Precipitation of 2.26 inches
degrees recorded on January was listed for the month. This
21.
was 1.16 January I. .02(melted
••••
snow) January 10, .04 (melted
Justin Holland, official gov- snow) January II, DI (melted
ernment weather observer for snow) January 12, .05 January
Murray. reported that the high 17. .33 January 18, .18 (melted
temperature for the month was snow) January 20. .01 January
60 degrees on January 29 and 23, .02 January 24 and .44
the low temperature for the (melted snow) January 25. The
month was 10 degrees on normal precipitation for January
January 21. Average tempera- is 3.47 inches.
tures for the month were a high
Snowfall of 5.25 inches was
of 40 degrees which was 2 listed for the month. This was
degrees below normal and a low .25" January 10,.4" January II.
of 25 degrees which was nor- .1" January 12. 2" January 20
mal.
and 2.5" January 25. The norSnow flurries were observed mal snowfall for January is 3.9
on January 7, 8. 13, 19 and 23. inches.
Fog was reported on January 24
The weather outlook for
and 25. The highest wind gust February calls for below normal
reported was 31 mph on January temperatures and above normal
II.
precipitation.

BARREN RIVER LAKE LOTS
SELLING ONLINE ONLY
BIDDING OPEN FEB 4-14
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Minorities account for 85 percent of population growth

Obituaries
Alberta Donelson
Alberta Donelson. 90. of Murray. died Wednesday, Feb. 2, 2011.
at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray. Arrangements are incomplete at lines-Miller Funeral Home.

Bonnie Mullins
Bonnie Mullins. 85. of Mayfield, died Sunday afternoon. Jan. 30.
2011. in Fort Myers. Fla.
A member of the First Baptist Church in Mayfield, she was also
a homemaker.
In addition to her parents. W.M. and Onie Turner Pam,she was
preceded in death by her husband, Edward N. Mullins.
She is survived by two sons, Ed Mullins and wife. Carla of
Litchfield. Ill., and Mike Mullins of Fort Myers: a brother, Junior
Parm and wife, Linda of Sedalia; two brothers-in-law, John Mullins
and wife, Joan of Murray. and Robert Wiman of Mayfield: three
granddaughters, Stephanie Mullins of St. Louis. Mo., Tina Acra of
Aledo, Texas. and Rhonda Anderson of Glen Carbon, Ill.: and four
great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Saturday, Feb. 5, 2011, at II a.m. at
Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield with the Rev. Tim Shrader officiating. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemetery.
Visitation will be Friday. Feb. 4, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral
home. Arrangements are handled by Brown Funeral Home.

Ted A. Menendez
There will be no visitation or funeral service for Ted A.
Menendez. 87, of Benton.
Menendez died Monday. Jan. 31, 2011, at 7 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Emma Butler Menendez of Benton:
one son, Enrique "Ricky" Menendez of Miami. Fla.: two stepdaughters. Cheryl Cunningham of Las Vegas. Nev.. and Babette
Watts of Hardin: and several grandchildren.
Online condolences may be made at www.filbeckcannking.com.
Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home
and Crematory.

Jo Ann White Martin
nn Vthite Martin, 78, of Murray. formerly of Memphis.
Tenn.. died Tuesday. Feb. 1. 2011. at 7:45 p.m. at
her daughter's home.
Jo Ann was an avid animal lover, donating to
many causes throughout her life to protect creatures
both wild and domestic. She also donated to many
humanitarian organizations. Devoted wife; loving
mother: caring friend: Jo Ann was truly a wonderful and special person.
She was preceded in death by her parents.
Eugene and Allyne White; her brother, Robert P.
White, and her son, Peter L. Martin.
Martin
She is survived by her husband, David F. Martin.
and her daughter. Janet M. Martin, of Murray: her
brother, Warren E. White of Houston. Texas, his wife, Dottie, and
their sons. Gene and Paul.
Funeral services will be held Saturday, Feb. 5, 2011. at 1 p.m. at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home & Crematory in Murray with Minister
John Dale of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital - Hospice House, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
42071 or Lost But Loved Animal Rescue, P.O. Box 929, Murray,
KY,42071.
This is a paid obituary.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A:Pe has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

'Tough' cow escapes
grim fate once again
BILLINGS. Mont. (AP)Five years after a cow dubbed
the "Unsinkable Molly B" leapt
a slaughterhouse gate and swam
across the Missouri River in an
escape that drew international
attention, the heifer has again
eluded fate, surviving the collapse of the animal sanctuary
where she was meant to retire.
Molly B was among an estimated 1,200 animals removed
from the Montana Large Animal
Sanctuary and Rescue in recent
weeks as part of a massive effort
to bail out its overwhelmed
owners.
Animal welfare groups said
they were forced to euthanize
dozens of starving and ill cattle,
horses and llamas found on the
4(8)-acre sanctuary in rural
Sanders County.
The bovine celebrity herself -
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an overweight black Angus
breed said to be sore in the hoof
but otherwise relatively healthy
- was removed to a nearby ranch
and is headed this week to a
smaller farm sanctuary.
"Molly B made it OK. She's
a tough old broad," said Jerry
Finch with Habitat for Horses of
Hitchcock, Texas. who participated in the rescue effort. "She
had bad feet, but she was not
anywhere near as bad as some of
the others."
Molly B's relocation to a 20acre ranchette known as the
New Dawn MT Sanctuary has
proven an adventure in its own
right. Local media stories had
trumpeted her arrival at the
Stevensville facility last week.
including photos said to be of
Molly B and new friend
"Misty."

WASHINGTON (AP) 11.S. racial minorities accounted
for roughly 85 percent of the
nation's population growth over
the last decade - one of the
largest shares ever - with
Hispanics accounting for much
of the gain in many of the states
picking up new House seats.
Preliminary census estimates
also suggest the number of multiracial Americans jumped
roughly 20 percent since 2000,
to over 5 million.
The findings, based on fresh
government survey data, offer a
glimpse into 2010 census results
that are being released on a
state-by-state basis beginning
this
week. New
Jersey.
Mississippi,
Virginia
and
Louisiana are the first to receive
the census redistricting data,
which will be used in the often
contentious process of redrawing political districts based on
population and racial makeup.
"There are going to be a lot
of additional Hispanic officials
elected when redistricting is
done," said E. Mark Braden. a
former chief counsel to the
Republican National Committee
who now advises state governments on redistricting. "But
folks in power don't give up

control that easily - there will
be tension between the ins and
Arkansas, Indiana. Iowa and
Maryland are ameng the states
scheduled to receive their data
next week. By law, all states
must receive their redistricting
data by April 1
Four of the eight states gaining House seats owe roughly
half or more of their population
gains over the last decade to
Hispanics. They include Texas.
which picks up four seats:
Florida, which will add two
seats: and Arizona and Nevada.
picking up one seat apiece.
In Georgia and Washington
state, which also gain one seat
each, Hispanics combined with
other minority groups accounted
for a majority of their growth
since 2000. Among states losing
House seats, Louisiana and New
Jersey each would have posted a
net population loss, and
Michigan would have sustained
bigger declines, if it hadn't been
for Hispanic growth. Latinos
also made up roughly 60 percent
or more of the growth in New
York. Pennsylvania, Ohio.
Illinois, Iowa and Massachusetts
- which each lose a seat raising questions as to whethei

understand yet the disaster they
have pushed the Middle East
into," said lawmaker Binyamin
Ben-Eliezer. who until recently.
was a Cabinet minister and who
is a longtime friend of Mubarak.
"If there are elections like the
Americans want. I wouldn't be
surprised if the Muslim
Brotherhood didn't win a majority. it would win half of the seats
in parliament.- he told Army
Radio. "It will be a new Middle
East, extremist radical Islam."
Three decades ago, President
Jimmy Carter urged anothei
staunch American ally - the
shah of Iran - to loosen his grip
on power, only to see his autocratic regime replaced by the
Islamic Republic. More recently. U.S.-supported elections
have strengthened such groups
as Hezbollah in Lebanon
Hamas in the Palestinian territo
ries and anti-American radicals
in Iran.

Fawcett's red swimsuit
goes to Smithsonian

WASHINGTON(AP)-The due to lading. Before it was
red swimsuit that helped make donated to the museum, Fawcett
"Charlie's Angels" actress framed it herself, and it was
Farrah Fawcett a 1970s icon stored at a Los Angeles warebecame
part
of
the house. O'Neal said.
Smithsonian's
collection
Nels Van Patten. Fawcett's
Wednesday on what would have friend and tennis coach who was
been her 64th birthday.
with her during the bathing suit
Fawcett's longtime compan- shoot, said Wednesday she did
ion Ryan O'Neal presented the her own hair and makeup for the
swimsuit and other items to the pictures and didn't have a mirSmithsonian's
National ror. She also squeezed a lemon
Museum of American History in in her hair to get natural highWashington. O'Neal
said lights. he said.
Fawcett, who died in 2009 after
Also donated
to
the
battling anal cancer for several Smithsonian were Fawcett's
received a $300 million contract years. always intended to give book of scripts for the first seato supply ammunition to Afghan the suit to the museum.
son of "Charlie's Angels,- a
security forces. AEY got the
"They asked her years ago 1977 Farrah Fawcett doll and a
work despite a record of poor for the bathing suit," he said. "Farrah's Glamour Center
performance on other govern- "So it was always in her plan."
styling kit for creating her signaFawcett wore the bathing suit ture hairdo. The items will he
ment contracts.
The fraud involved shipment for a photo shoot shortly before part of the museum's popular
of millions of rounds of banned her debut on Charlie's Angels in culture history collection and
Chinese-made military ammuni- 1976. The resulting poster sold will go on display this summer.
Fawcett•s friends and family
tion that was repackaged to millions of copies and became
the best selling poster of all at the museum Wednesday for
appear of Albanian origin.
After nearly $67 million in time, according to Smithsonian the donation included Fawcett's
payments, the Afghan ammuni- curator Dwight Bowers. Bowers son with O'Neal. Redmond
compared the poster to World O'Neal, and O'Neal's daughter,
tion contract was terminated in
War II pinups of Betty Grable Tatum O'Neal.
May 2008. The owner of AEY
and Rita Hayworth, saying it
O'Neal, who became choked
was sentenced to four years in became a symbol of the 1970s up during the ceremony. said
federal prison after pleading era.
later he feels Fawcett's presence
guilty in 2009 to a fraud conspirThough fans know the every day.
acy charge.
bathing suit as red, it is actually
"I'm still having trouble with
In the report, defense offi- a burnt orange color, possibly losing her.- he said.
cials listed a series of actions the
military has taken to guard
against contractor wrongdoing.
including the formation of a
working group focused on procurement fraud.
But Sanders said much more
needs to be done.
WASHINGTON(API-The there was no specific intelli"It is clear that DOD's cur- government says there is no spe- gence indicating a terror threat
rent approach is not working and cific terrorist threat to Sunday's to the championship game in
we need far more vigorous Super Bowl, but U.S. intelli- Arlington, Texas. But terrorists
enforcement to protect taxpay- gence officials say al-Qaida and have targeted similar events in
ers from massive fraud," he said. other similar groups remain the past, including the 1972 and
interested in carrying out attacks 1996 Olympic games in Munich
during such high profile events. and Atlanta. respectively.
Tight security around the
Intelligence officials warn
massive Cowboys Stadium is that terrorists might also try to
likely to deter attacks at the get inside events by impersonatactual event. However, this ing government or military offimakes other less secure targets. cials or emergency personnel.
such as nearby hotels and restau"Detecting and detaining
in residential communities. rants, more appealing for deter- such individuals would pose a
mined terrorists, according to a key security challenge prior to
while 38 percent believe some
government intelligence assess- and during the Super Bowl." the
should be banned. Of those who
obtained
by
The intelligence report said.
support a ban, 85 percent would ment
The
National
Football
outlaw pit bulls. Other breeds on Associated Press. One concern
would be a device exploding at League spends about $6 million
the
unwanted
list
are
local businesses or parking lots. a year on Super Bowl security.
Rottweilers,
Dobermans.
Federal law enforcement on top of what local and federal
German shepherds and chow
officials. speaking Wednesday governments spend. More than
chows.
on condition of anonymity to 60 go% eminent agencies conWhen asked just about pit
discuss set:wily matters.
tribute to the secuot
bulls, 53 percent of those polled
say they are safe for residential
neighborhoods, but 43 percent
believe they are too dangerous.

Billions paid to companies
that defraud taxpayers
WASHINGTON (API Hundreds of defense companies
that defrauded the U.S. military
between 2007 and 2009 still
received $285 billion in contracts from the Pentagon during
the same period, a U.S. senator
said Wednesday.
Sen. Bernie Sanders, 1-Vt.,
called the figures "shocking"
the
Defense
and
urged
Department to take more
aggressive steps to ensure taxpayer dollars aren't wasted at a
time when the U.S. is running a
$14 trillion national debt.
Citing a January report prepared by Pentagon acquisition
officials at Sanders request, the
senator said the bulk of the contracts -just over $280 billion
- went to 211 companies that
had civil judgments against
them or settled fraud charges of
more than $1 million.
During the same period, 30
defense contractors were convicted of criminal fraud, but still
were awarded $682 million in
new work, according to the
Pentagon's report.
Among the contractors listed
in the report is AEY Inc.. a
Miami-based company that

Officals: No terror
threat to Superbowl

Study: Well-trained
dogs are safe dogs
LOS ANGELES (AP) Most American pet owners
believe a well-trained dog is a
safe dog - even pit bulls and
Rottweilers.
Seventy-one percent of those
questioned for an Associated
Press-Petside.com poll say any
breed can be safe if well trained.
while 28 percent say some
breeds are too dangerous no
matter how good the training.
Sixty percent of pet owners
feel all breeds should be allowed

-*it- STOCK MARKET REPORT

Israel criticizes U.S. I/166ER &TIMES
response to Egypt
JERUSALEM (AP) -President Barack Obama's
response to the crisis in Egypt is
drawing fierce criticism in
Israel. where many slew the
U.S. leader as a political naif
whose pressure on a stalwart
ally to hand over power is liable
to backfire.
Critics - including senior
Israeli officials who have shied
from saying so publicly -maintain Mama is repeating the
same mistakes of predecessors
whose calls for human rights
and democracy in the Middle
East have often backfired by
bringing anti-West regimes to
power.
officials,
while
Israeli
refraining from open criticism
of Obania. have made no secret
of their view that shunning
Hosni
President
Egyptian
Mubarak and pushing for swift
elections in Egypt could bring
unintended results.
"I don't think the Americans

remaining districts in those suburb. We should see a big
states will need to accommodate difference from 2000 to 2010."
emerging Hispanic voting blocs.
Thomas Silent, president and
Broken down by voting age. general counsel of the Mexican
minorities accounted for rough- American Legal Defense and
ly 70 percent of U.S. growth in Education Fund, which successthe 18-and-older population fully challenged the redrawing
since 2000. and Hispanics made of a niarority Hispanic Texas
up about 40 percent. Hispanics district that weakened the Latino
also represented more than half vote after the 2000 census, said
the growth share of the voting- his group was expecting to see
age population in Texas and "a minimum of nine additional
California.
Latino-majority House seats"
"The growth of the Hispanic based on 2010 results, if states
community is one of the stories comply with federal law. The
that will be written from the 1965 Voting Rights Act protects
2010 census." Census director the interests of substantial
Robert Groves said Wednesday, minority voting blocs, in some
previewing major demographic cases requiring states to get fedtrends, including the movement eral approval of state redistrictof many minorities from city to ing plans.
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'Shop and Share'
day to be Saturday

Cnyagerr2enl

Kentucky's "Shop and Share" initiative, a
one-day drive to pros ide domestic violence
shelters with needed goods, will be held
Saturday, from ft a.m. to 4 p.m. at Kroger in
Murray. Volunteers from the Nturray
Woman's Club. Hazel Woman's Club and
Merry- man House will be on-site to encourage
shoppers to donate an extra item for victims
of domestic violence.

Datebook
Sanci Teague
Community
editor

Knit-wits will meet

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday.
Feb. 4. at 1 p.m. in the Community Room of the
Calloway County Public Library. Knitters of all levels are welcome.
For more information, call Dot at 753-4803.

Ladies Auxiliary 73 will meet tonight
American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit Ar73 will meet Thursday.
Feb. 3, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee ('reek Drive.
All wives, daughters or step-daughters of veterans are encouraged to
come join the group and get involved. Refreshments will be served.
Anyone with questions may call Unit /f73 President Townya Ritzie
at 293-3145.

Nieswandt to perform recital tonight

Eldridge and McAllister

Collins and McClure

Junior and Sandie Eldridge announce the engagement of their
daughter, Crystal Lee Eldndge, to Kyle Garrett McAllister. son of
Kevin and Lisa McAllister.
Miss Eldridge is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School. This past December, she graduated summa cum laude from
Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in political science. She plans to attend law school in the fall.
Mr. McAllister is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is currently a senior at Murray State University. pursuing a Bachelor of Science degree in engineering physics.
The wedding will take place Saturday, May 28. 201 I

Collins and McClure
Lt. Col. Wendy S. Collins of Murray announces the engagement
of her daughter. Heather Hamilton Collins. to Shawn Richard
McClure, son of Cindy and Randy McClure of Murray.
Miss Collins is the granddaughter of the late Lt. Col. William B..
Jr.. and Helen Hamilton Collins of Covington.
Mr. McClure is the grandson of Dee and Richard Holzschuh of
Murray and the late Floyd and Lavell McClure of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High
School and will graduate in May with a bachelor's degree in
accounting from Northern Kentucky University in Highland
Heights. She is currently employed by NKU and has accepted a
position with Grant Thornton in Cincinnati. Ohio. following graduation.
The groom-elect is a 2008 graduate of Murray High School and is
a junior majoring in marketing at Northern Kentucky University in
Highland Heights. He is currently employed at FedEx in Florence.
The wedding will be Saturday, June II. 2011, in Erlanger.
Invitations are being sent.

'A Chocolate Affair'
slated for Feb. 12
Museum Board President.
Special to the Ledger
CADIZ. Ky. - Multiple foun- "Tickets are available for6 p.m.
tains will flow with chocolate or 7:30 p.m.. and we arc staging
when the Janice Mason Art the presentation in phases, so
Museum again presents "A the later ticket-holders will have
Chocolate Affair" Saturday. the same wonderful indulgences
Feb. 12. at the Fairholme House as those who come earlier." The
at 89 Main St., Cadiz. This event event ends at 9 p.m. Ten to 12
is one of the museum's most local "chocolate artists" will
prepare a variety of chocolate
successful annual fundraisers.
"Because of the event's popu- treats for the pleasure of the
larity and the intimate space in community. Live music will
which it's held, we are selling accompany the reception.
Tickets to this event must be
timed-entry tickets in advance
only." said Bryan Blaylock, purchased in advance at a cost
of $15. To purchase tickets. call
the Museum office at(270)5224x
\
9056 or visit Tuesday-Saturday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. or Sunday
from 1-4 p.m. More information
is available on the website at
www.jmam.org.

I

Betty Niesv.'andt. flutist from Frankfurt. Germany. will perform a
recital Thursday. Feb. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall on
Murray State University's campus. This event is free and open to the
public. The program will consist of mostly German music.
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MCCH announces
Health Express stops
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Health Express will
offer lipid profile screenings, as
well as. blood pressure and
pulse checks during the month
of February.
The screenings are free to the
communities visited by Health
Express and are offered to detect
disease in its earliest stages
when there are often no symptoms of disease. Under most circumstances. cholesterol and
triglyceride levels should be

to,aeogs
KEYSHIA B
Stylist
4327 Hwy. 641 North
Cell 1-270-227-7137 • Salon 1-270-753-9191

checked every five years.
Annual screenings are recommended for diabetes patients.
The cholesterol (HDL/LDL)
and triglyceride screening
requires a food fast (water only
for 12 hours.
During the month of
February. the Health Express
will make stops to the following
locations:
• Friday, Feb. 4, 6-10 a.m. at
the Center for Health &
Wellness in Murray.
• Thursday, Feb. 10. 6-10 a.m.
at the Murray Wahnart.
• Friday, Feb. II. 6-9 a.m. at
the Murray Save-A-Lot.
Also available at these screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit. The cost is $4
and this screening detects blood
in the stool, which can be an
early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the
Health Express schedule or
about the screenings offered.
call 762-1348.

Youth Super Bowl party to be Sunday
All youth, ages 7 and up. are invited to attend a Super Bowl party
at the Main Street Youth Center. 513 South 4 St., Murray, on
Sunday. Feb. 6, beginning at 5 p.m. Admission is free and food will
be provided. For more information, call the center at 753-8336.

Spring Creek to hold concert
Spring Creek Baptist Church invites the public to hear Eric
Homer. Christian country music artist, in concert Sunday. Feb. 6. at
6 p.m. at the church, located off Airport Road. From 121 North, take
Airport Road north to Wrather Road east and then Spring Road
north.

Reformers'Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

New Beginnings to meet Saturday
The New Beginnings Suport Group will meet Saturday at 6:30
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church with Madea Erickson as speaker. A
potluck meal will be served. The public is invited. For more information, call Ron or Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Mental illness course to be held
A free 12-week course for families to gain understanding of a
loved one who has a mental illness such as depression. bipolar disorder (manic depressive disorder). schizophrenia, panic disorder.
obsessive compulsive disorder or borderline personality disorder
will be held in Paducah, for 12 consecutive Friday nights starting
Feb. 25. The course balances education and skill-training with sell
care,emotional support and empowemient. Deadline for registration
is Feb. 4. For more information or to register, call (270)898-8279.

5K run/walk to be held
Community Options will host western Kentucky's first annual
Cupid's Chase 5K run/walk event on Saturday. Feb. 12. at the
Murray-Calloway County Central Park. Registration will begin at 8
a.m. and the race begins at 9 a.m. Entry fee is $20. which includes
T-shirt. All proceeds benefit local individuals supported by
Community Options. Participants are asked to park in the large front
parking lot by the baseballs fields and to walk toward Playhouse in
the Park where the race will begin and finish. The race is USATF
certified and will have a computerized timing system in place. All
interested should visit www.comop.org/cupidschase. From there,
one can register online through active.com or print out a PDF version of the application form and mail it in. Following the 5K
run/walk will be the one mile fun run (entry fee is $51. For more
information, contact Chelsey or Carla at (270) 906-2161 or via email at chelsey.stegmannkeconiop.org.
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The Alteheimer.s Support Group will meet Tuesday. Feb. 8. at 5
p.m. in the dining area of the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens
Center.

Dexter town will meet
The town of Dexter will hold a town meeting Tuesday. Feb. 8. at
() p.m. at the Dexter Community Center. Alberta Akin, court des.
worker for juvenile services, will he the speaker. A pot-luck meal
will be served. Everyone is ins lied to attend.
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Murray State University animal health technology and preveterinary students will clean ears, trim nails and bathe dogs
at Doggie Day Spa and Pet ID Clinic this Saturday, Feb. 5. At
a recent event, Emma LaPere brings two puppies in for their
spa treatment.

Doggie Day Spa,
Pet ID Clinic set for
Saturday, Feb. 5
Special to the Ledger
the animal shelter and Humane
The Humane Society ot Society have scanners to read
Calloway County and Murray these microchips. as do most
State
University's Animal across the country.
Health Technology/Pre-veteriThe Humane Society will also
nary Club will host a Doggie engrave custom pet ID tags at
Day Spa and Pet ID Clinic the Doggie Day Spa for $3 each
Saturday. Feb. 5. from 9 a.m. to and photograph pets for their
2 p.m. at Carmen Pavilion. free Lost Pet Photo Registry. A
located on College Farm Road. full line of dog and cat collars,
directly across from Calloway leashes and harnesses will be
County High School.
available.
Murray State animal health
The mission of the Humane
technology and pre-veterinary Society of Calloway County. a
students will bathe dog for $7 United Way agency, is to extend
each, clean ears and trim nails humane education, teaching
for $4 or provide "the works." kindness and concern for anibath, ear cleaning and nail trim mals and humans alike: to
for $10.
relieve suffering and prevent
The Humane Society will cruelty to animals: to increase
microchip dogs for $10 each. A awareness of pct overpopulation
microchip the size of a grain of and work to reduce it: to enrich
rice is inserted between the our community through the proshoulder blades of a dog in a rel- motion of quality of life for aniatively painless and quick pro- mals and people.
cedure.
Each
microchip
For questions regarding
transponder has a unique num- Doggie Day Spa or animal
ber which enables a shelter or issues in our community, conveterinary clinic to scan the ani- tact the Humane Society of
mal for this number which will Calloway County at (270) 759be registered with a national 1884 or humanesociety4Pmurdatabase allowing the owner to ray-ky.net or visit the office at
be contacted when the pet is 607 Poplar Street Suite A-1.
found. Local veterinary. offices.

TAnnouncemen/
Kialee Wren
Kemp
Will and Rcigh Kemp of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter. Kialee Wren Kemp.
born Saturday. Jan. 8. 2011, at
7:47 a.m, at the MurrayCalloway County. Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
II ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Reigh Harris.
Grandparents are LaDonna
and Jeff Sparks of Murray. Glen
and lender Harris of Benton.
and Hal and Leslie Kemp of
Murray.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County
community learned of the need
tor classes for parents to attend.
so that they
could
become
more acclimated
to
their children
and
families. A
committee
Extension was initiatNotes
ed
by
By
Michele
La Dawn Hale Hansen,
Calloway County FRYSC
Extention Agent
Coordinator
for Family &
the
for
Consumer
Calloway
Sciences
County
Elementary Schools, to address
this need. Human Development
and Family Relations is one of
the six topics covered in Family
and
Consumer
Sciences
Cooperative
Extension.
Therefore. Calloway County
FCS Extension is happy to take
the lead in bringing parenting
classes to the community.
After much research and discussion with University of
Kentucky specialists and the
committee, it was decided to
purchase the Active Parenting
Now curriculum. To take a step
further. Cathy Smith. FCS
Assistant, and I participated in
curriculum training in Nashville
on Nov. 18. 2010. We will be
certified after the first series of
classes. Other members of the
committee will assist in teaching the classes and are allowed
to teach them under our certification.
Active Parenting Now is a
video-based interactive learning
experience that teaches a comprehensive model of parenting
to parents of children ages 5-12.
The program is composed of six
sessions, each two hours long,
and works best when a facilitator leads a small group of 10-20
parents. The curriculum was
written by Dr. Michael Popkin,
President of Active Parenting
Publishers. It is included in
SAMHSA's National Registry
of Evidence-based Programs
and Practices.
The purpose of Active
Parenting Now is "to support the
development of human potential
through the family structure by
providing parents with the information and skills to foster in
their children the qualities necessary for thriving in a democratic society: cooperation.
courage, responsibility and self-

Kialee Wren Kemp

The American Cancer Society
has a free, transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and
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esteem." The six lesson topics
are: The Active Parent. Winning
Cooperation, Responsibility and
Discipline, Understanding &
Redirection of Misbehavior,
Building Courage. Character &
Self-Esteem, and The Active
Family Now.
Classes will consists have
three sets of sessions this first
year. 2011. Cathy and I will
teach the first six sessions.
Another pair of the committee
will facilitate the other sessions.
The same facilitators will
remain with the same set of
classes, to ensure trust and confidentiality for the participants.
There will be six, one hour
classes. A dinner will be provided at 5:30 p.m. While they are
eating. Cathy will teach the
Cooperative
Extension
Nutrition Education Program.
which is a series of 12 lessons.
The Active Parenting Now lesson will be taught from 6-8 p.m.
The lessons will be interactive
and allow time for discussion.
Each participant will receive a
parent's guide. written on
approximately the middle
school level.
The fee for the series will be
$25/person or $35/couple. The
fee will cover the cost of the
book, supplies and food. All fees
will need to be prepaid, preferably by the week before classes
begin, and there will be no
refunds. Paying for a class also
encourages ownership and participation.
Each participant will sign a
roster at each class. A certificate
will be awarded upon completion of all six classes. A certificate is also awarded for completion of the Nutrition Education
Program classes. These rosters
and certificates will be the element that proves their participation.
The first classes are scheduled
for Thursday nights, Feb. 17, 24.
March 3. 10, 17 and 24. They
will be held at the Calloway
County Extension Office, 310
South Fourth Street, Murray. At
this time there is no child care,
as there is not availability of
space at the Extension office.
It is time to proceed with
referrals to the classes. Parents
or agency representatives may
register for the classes by calling
(270) 753-1452. The classes
will be full when the attendance
reaches 25. Payment is expected
one week prior to the first session.
For more information. contact
La Dawn Hale at 753-1452.

Society offering program
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"floppiness

Get a 24K Gold
Dipped Rose,
a pearl necklace
and a box of Russell
Stover Chocolates

$,,00
All for only
107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
OPEN SATURDAY, FEB. 5th & 12th 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

•V•V -V.V.V.V , V.V.V.V

11,1
14%

from their life-saving treatments.
To request assistance or information on how to volunteer to
be a driver, call the American
Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 1(800) 227-2345.
For additional information on
Road to Recovery, visit
cancerorg.

Photo provided

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATED: Arlie Scott, front row center, celebrated his 91st birthday on Dec. 1, 2010. He is seated with
his daughters, from left, Jayne Powell, Scott, and Carolyn
Pitt. Standing from left is his grandson, Scott Pitt; greatgranddaughter, Courtney Larka; granddaugther, Sonya
Larka; and son-in-law, Benny Pitt.

Tibetan Buddhist monk
to speak Valentine's
Day at Murray State
Special to the Ledger
Dharamsala. Specific tasks have
Tibetan
Buddhist
monk included the supervision of
Tsering Phuntsok will be on young monks entering the
Murray State University's cam- monastery, and pursuing everypus to discuss the distinctive day needs such as solar hot
Buddhist notions of compas- water projects. clean razor
sion, love and meditative prac- blades for monks to promote
tices that help a person grow — safe shaving, and health related
subjects that go well with the projects such as mold remediatheme of Valentine's Day. His tion to help with respiratory
presentation. "A Conversation conditions.
He
facilitates
cultural
on Love and Compassion," will
exchange
programs
between
take place Monday. Feb. 14, at
3:30 p.m. in Mason Hall U.S. students and the Tibetan
Auditorium. The event is free community, as well as overseeand everyone is invited to ing his nieces and nephews.
attend. A reception will follow Currently, he lives in the
foothills of the Himalayas: his
at 4:30 p.m. in the lobby.
Phuntsok's discussion will home is less than a minute's
also touch on his work with the walk from the Temple and the
poor in Dharamsala, India. He residence of the Dalai Lama.
has been a monk for 23 years. There he serves as a guide and
living
and
working
in liaison for students who come
Dharamsala. the exiled home of there to volunteer with Lha. a
the Dalai Lama. Phuntsok. who local social work agency devotworks and studies with the Dalai ed to improving the lives of
Lama. has been an instructor at Tibetan refugees.
The lecture is sponsored by
the monastery where he trained,
and works on projects to address the MSU College of Health
the needs of the Tibetan Sciences and Human Services
refugees and Indian people in and the Murray State social
work program.

Crass named to list
Special to the Ledger
Catherine Crass of Murray
was recently named to the
Murray State University Dean's
List for scholastic achievement
during the Fall 2010 semester.
Students must have a grade
point average ranging from 3.5
to a perfect 4.0 to be eligible for
Dean's List status. Crass
achieved a GPA of 4.0.
She is the daughter of Gary
and Krista Crass of Murray and
is majoring in Elementary
Education.
Established in 1922, Murray
State University has become
known through the years as a
unix ersity
student-centered
where the emphasis is on academic excellence. For the past
20 years. Murray State has con-

sistently been ranked by "U.S.
News & World Report" as one
of the top public universities in
the nation for its quality and
affordability in education.
Home to approximately 10.200
students, Murray State attracts
individuals who are seeking a
great education in a personalized setting

Texas Hold 'Ent
Tourney
Saturday, February 19th
2:00 • 8:00 pm
$2500 1st Plos
-e•
Top 10 Paid
$loe Buy In

270-752-3333
For Details
KY Gaming 0FIG0000514
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Three exhibitions open at Murray State Feb. 18
Staff Report
Murray State University s
Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
pleased to present three concurrent exhibitions on view from
Feb. 18-March 13, with an
opening reception for two of the
exhibits planned for Friday. Feb.
18. The reception will be held in
the Eagle Gallery, located on the
sixth floor of MSU's Fine Arts
Building.
The three exhibitions include
the following:
• "Kentucky National 2011"
— On display in the Main
Gallery. Kentucky National is a
national juried exhibition of all
art media and will feature works
from a range of media, including digital prints, painting, scultural installation, and video. The
exhibition represents the works
of 70 artists from across the
nation and is juried by this
Photo provided
year's curator, Matthew Strauss.
Pictured is Corey Escoto's "Sometimes These Activities
Strauss is an artist living and
Photo provided
Inspire," a 2010 video installation.
working in Brooklyn. N.Y. and
Pictured IS a sample of 11 of 144 hand-bound books featured in "Monumental Ideas in
St. Louis, Mo., where he is the
Miniature Books," an internationally traveling exhibit organized and curated by Hui-Chu Ying.
produced by invitation to print- this year's jurors are Dr. Camille
founder and director of White
makers attending the Southern Serre, professor of art education.
Flag Projects, a highly successSasso. art instructor at Calloway KN II and MIMB will be held at The closing reception fin
Graphics Council annual print- and Mary VanWassenhove,
County High School. To learn the Eagle Gallery Friday, Feb. KYAEA Annual Regional High
ful and innovative contemporary
making conference at Chicago's MSU's director of University
art space. Visit www.white-flag- Columbia College in 2009, Galleries. It will be on display in more about the Kentucky Art 18. from 6-8 p.m. and will fea- School Art Show will be held
Educators Association, visit ture music in the Main Gallery Sunday. March 13, from 2-4
projects.org to learn more about
where the exhibition began and the Curtis Gallery on the first
from DJ Brey McCoy of p.m.
their history, mission and exhi- has since travlled to over 46 floor of the Curris Center. Each www.kyaea.org.
The opening reception for Paducah's Bawn in the Mash.
bition programming.
national and international ven- year, MSU hosts the regional
• "Monumental Ideas in ues between 2(8)9-2012. Visit high school art competition.
Miniature Books" — On display the www.mimb.org to learn awarding merit certificates and
in the Upper Gallery, MIMB is more.
scholarships to the Summer Art
an internationally travelling
• Kentucky Art Educators Workshop (SAW). SAW is an Special to the Ledger
Curris Center Theatre, with a Monde," France's flagship daily
exhibition of 144 hand-bound Association Annual Regional annual summer an intensive for
Born into a family of pup- reception and book signing newspaper.
miniature books from printmak- High School Art Show — An high school students and will be
ers across the country. The exhi- annual juried exhibition of art- hosted June 5-10 at the MSU Art peteers. Belgian writer Nicolas afterward. Then from 6-7 p.m.
Sponsored
by
MSU
bition is curated by Hui-Chu work produced by high school Department. This exhibition Ancion began putting words in the Cumberland Room of the
College
of
Humanities
and
Fine
into
the
mouths
of
his
own
charCurtis
Center.
Ancion
will
conYing, Assistant Professor of Art students attending programs in was generously organized by
acters
at
a
young
age.
Just
24
duct
a
workshop
designed
espeArts,
the
Departments
of
at the University of Akron. The the southwest Kentucky region. KYAEA representative Sandy
when he published his first cially for teachers, with an
miniature books on display were
English and Foreign Language.
novel, he has since established a emphasis on the importance of
reputation=for ctoitzteg.talc,
inviting wriicrs into the class- and the Office of Regional
..rt ipoir
price. ordinarif -people into roOrif. :
a
Stewardship and Outreach.
'11(hein't`M trITTIttgifhttft'd and
exttatIftlfftary
Nicolas Ancion's lecture is free.
in point is the main character of varied career has included an
his current work, "The Man array of creative challenges and and the public is welcome. Foi
Who Refused to Die," who performances. Last year in just more i., unation, contact Dr
Special to the Ledger
rejects the inevitable on the 24 hours, he wrote a novel in
Currently on exhibit at the Murray Art Guild's Guild Gallery are
Therese Saint Paul at 809-4528.
premise that the rest of the world public. He is also renowned for
recent works by Rick Mjos.
email
has not yet figured out how to his use of web tools as a means or
Mjos settled in Murray from Minnesota via the U.S. Army to

Belgian author to present readings, workshop at MSU

awiUgs
currently featured at MAG

attend Murray State University. After receiving a B.F.A., he worked
in tobacco, as a free-lance illustrator, and currently as a letter carrier for the U.S. Postal Service. His different jobs took him different
places, but never too far from painting. His artwork is an honest and
immediate response to the subject in front of him. Subjects most
often include the figure. the landscape and still life. The exhibit
includes 27 of Mjos' work in graphite and oils.
Join the MAG Friday from 6-8 p.m. for an opening reception.
The exhibition, which runs through Friday. Feb. 25. is free and open
to the public during guild hours or by appointment. For additional
information, got to murrayartguild.org of call 753-4059.

sidestep fate.
On Thursday, Feb. 10. the
public can hear Ancion talk
about his work from 4-5 p.m. at
Murray. State University's
Photo provided
Pictured is an oil on panel
self portrait of Rick Mjos, now
featured at the Murray Art
Guild.

Youth and adult studio sessions
being offered at Murray Art Guild
Special to the Ledger
Openings are currently available in Murray Art Guild's
upcoming studios. Reid Parish
is offering two sessions for
adults in clay. The emphasis is
on production and hand building. Barb Kilby is offering
Mesy Friday for pre-school and

adidt partners and an aftersc:hool
studio for older students where
the emphasis is on development
of skills and creative exploration. All materials are provided in the workshops. For details
:.nd registration contact the
office:
murrayartGuild
guild@,murray-ky.net or 753-

4059. Information can also be
found on the Guild's website at

ages independent learning in a
supportive and creative environment.

Doctor Bills • Home Improvements
Insurance •Taxes • Unexpected Expenses
...or any other reason

We Have $1,000
Money $21000 for just $8930
For You! 33,000 for just $11552
for just $5122

Manager

Personal
Finance
Company
l'thet nicc

1701 St. Rt. 121 N.
Suite B
Murray, KY 42071
(270)767-0382

to share his writing. including
Twitter, Facebook and blogs. In
addition, he has a reputation as a
humorist, and has been tagged
"Lewis Carol's true heir" by "Le

therese.saintpaul @ mur-

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
the Academy-Award-nominated
movie, "127 Hours," starring
James
Franco,
Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. For
details and show times, visit
www.maidenalleycinemasorg.

888-459-8704.

raystate.edu. Author Nicola
Ancion's website is www.nicolasancion.com.

Arts in the Region
• Murray State University's
Cinema International presents
Pedro Almodovar's "Broken
Embraces," starring Penelope
Cruz, at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at the
Curds Center Theater. Akira
Kurosawa's "Throne of Blood," a
William
retelling
of
Shakepeare's "Macbeth" set in
feudal Japan, will play next
week in conjunction with MSU's
annual Shakepeare festival.

murrayartguild.org. The Guild is
open to all abilities and encour-

Need Cash Now?

Shame ingli.h

Murray Ledger & Tim,

• Flautist Betty Nieswandt will
perform a guest recital at 7:30
tonight (Thursday) in the
Performing Arts Hall.

• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry presents Comedy Caravan
at 7:30 p.m. Fridays through
Feb. 25. On Saturday, there will
be a talent search and country
music show at 7:30 p.m. At
10:30 a.m. each Sunday, they
also host Kentucky Lake
Cowboy Church For tickets to
shows, call (270) 527-3869 or 1-

• The Janice Mason Art
Museum in downtown Cadiz
presents the annual Chocolate
Affair fundraiser at the
Fairholme House at 89 Main
Street Saturday, Feb. 12.
Tickets must be purchased in
advance and can be bought by
calling (270) 522-9056 during
museum hours. The museum is
open Tuesday through Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Sundays from 1-4 p.m.
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hleague@murrayledger corn.

EARLY BIRD MOWER TUNE UP

KEVIN WEAKS
Mayfield Messenger

Murray State
head football
coach
Chris
Hatcher fields
questions from
media
the
Wednesday
afternoon
in
Racer
the
Room. Hatcher
and his staff
signed 22 players on National
Signing Day.

The 2011
Class of Rae
•Darius Nick 54: 115, DO

less. 1SW alleMsalppl
Enrolled in January and will p
pate in spnrig practice . honor
mention all-state selection afti
mg 72 tackles foicir.g a tomb,
intercepting a pass as a soph
more received defensive pa
the week honors by tha Mss'
Junior College Athletic
Associations team's captain
sophomore

•Meter NOSS'S, 5-6, Ise, CB
%%layers's, Ca. Mat* Coady CC
Enrolled in January and will p
pate in spring practice earne
America honors ate: helping
Grizzlies to the Kansas Jayhs
Conference championship, It
Region 6 championship and P
National Runner-up finish, ra
top defensive oack in Region
learn All-Jayhawk. finished .54
more season with 35 tackles,
tackles-tor -loss, two intercept
seven pass break-ups one le
fumble. lour tumble recovene
two blocked kicks earned All
America honors as a senior a
County High School. .first-rea
region, ati-state and 4A Playa
Yea; honors in his horn year t
Gators helped lean, to three
championships and one state
Up ttnish

•Chris %may,5-3, 193, 011
MasSYS", USN. tisswastar Cbre
Earned an-conference honors
ionic, atter recording 75 tack)
sacks, tour interceptions and
pass break ups learn cameo
learn MVP also member of tl
ketball learn,

•Matt Dana, 5-11, 750, ATM
Estray, ml,. eeirrayi
Four-year letterwinner tor het
Steve Duncan at Murray Hidn
School . helped the Topers to
record and back-to-back chstr
championships as a idnior an
ior earned all-region and set
learn all state honors as a
senior three-time first-16am
Western Kentucky Conterenc
ton garnered irons,able me
academic all-state laurels his
three seasons tour year lefti
in hark and field, and three-y
tenwinner in baseball three-t
state q,ai.tier ts the shot put

•Mild= Owecan, 5-9, 175,1
Werra,. My
Four-year Inherwinner for her
Ste-,-e Dufrcer. at Murray He
School helped the Tigers to
record and back-to-back that
championships as a )unior an
or .oil-region and honorable
all-slate selection as a semor
Western Kentucky Conterenc
team selection as a junior an.
ior tour-time academic all st.
selection four-year lenervon
track and held, and three-yea
winner in baseball state qua
,
,
track will graduate in lop 2"
graduating ciass.

•Damara= Edwards, 5-11, 19
Lees Swam& Ms. ase's Sumo
Served as learn captain in he
lead the Titans to the 2010 51
championship earned seersr
all-state honors after recortlic
tackles and six
interceptions returned one s
tion for a touchdown first-ter
Suburban Big 6 selection as

•See SIGNEES,

Beat the Rush & Save!
only
$4995

PUSH MOWERS
Check Firing Check & Adjust Carburetor. Sharpen Blade. Clean Air
Filter, Change Oil. Lube. New Spark Plug.

RIDING MOWERS

Phi1lif

only

Check Firing, Check & Adjust Carburetor, Check Battery, Check Air
Pressure, Clean Air Filter. Change Oil & Filter. Sharpen Blade, Check
Belts & Pulleys. New Spark Plug.

$11995

COMMERCIAL MOWERS
Check Firing, Check & Adjust Carburetor, Check Battery, Check Air
Pressure, Clean Air Filter, Change Oil & Filter. Sharpen Blade, Check
Belts & Pulleys, New Spark Plugs.

Hate]

only

$14995
plus tax

Prices good through Feb. 28th only! FREE Pickup & Delivery within 5 miles.

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Rd., Murray, KY • 753-2925
Mqn.-Fri. 8-4• Sat. 8-12

By WILL GRAVE!
AP Sports Write
coach
Kentucky
Phillips learned a valuab
while playing for the
under Jerry Claiborne
1980s: Focus on the rec
land, not the ones you d
"The only ones yo
about are the ones who
be here," Phillips sa
don't worry about the
went out of state and els,
So forgive Phillips if
fixating on the last-secc
sions by homegrown sta
Dawson and Jon Davis
college football outs

tiles
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Hatcher hopes 2011 class completes foundation
KEVIN WEAKS
Mayfield Messenger
Murray

RACER1

State

Muir% Statf
University

head football
coach
Chris
Hatcher fields
questions from
the
media
Wednesday
afternoon
in
Racer
the
Room. Hatcher
and his staff
signed 22 players on National
Signing Day.

DEFENSE THE EMPHASIS AS RACERS OFFER
OPPORTUNITY TO PLAY IMMEDIATELY
By TOMMY DiLIARD
Sports Editor
When Chris Hatcher sat in living
moms and made his pitch to recruits
this past fall and winter, the message
was this — there won't he a better time
to come to Murray State.
Positions with the Racers are open
for competition and freshmen could
quickly become starters, Hatcher told
the 22 players who inked their names
to National Letters of intent to play at
Murray State on Wednesday's National
Signing Day.
If this particular class pans out like

Hatcher hopes, he won't be able to
make the same pitch next season.
"Hopefully after this class. we'll
have a good foundation for future
classes and we can go get some depth,"
Hatcher told media and supporters
gathered inside the Racer Room
Wednesday afternoon.
"I hope next year I'm visiting with
recruits and saying, 'Hey man, we're
stacked at this position. You're going to
come in and you're going to have to
battle.' But we're not to that point yet."
The class, Hatcher's second at
Murray State, included six players who

enrolled in January. The group features
12 defensive players, nine offensive
and one athlete, and is headlined by six
players from Kentucky. Hatcher signed
four from his home state of Georgia
and three from both Tennessee and
Mississippi.
Of the six Kentucky players, four
played their high school football on
West Kentucky Conference teams,
including three local signees from
Murray and wide receiver Ire Powell,
a Fort Campbell product who Hatcher
says fits well into his system's 'mold'
for receivers.
With a large portion of the unit that
made Murray State the Ohio Valley
II See RACERS,8A

The 2011
Class of Racers
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•Wawa Sazi, 54, 115,99
Vicheara, NW. 151111111kalaipalccl
Enrolled in January and mill partici,
pate et scinng practice apeceabie
mention all-stale aelecton after posting 72 tackles, forcing a tumble and
intercepting a pass as a sophomore reoerved defensive prayer of
the week honors by tha Mssissipp
Junior College Athletic
Associations team's captain as a
sophomore
II Vidor Daniels, 54, 150, al
Warocrees, Ga. 111•11er Cam* CC)
Enrolled Ir. January and will participate in spring practice earned AllAmerica honors Mee telphg lead the
Gezzlies to the Kansas Jayhawk
Canference championship, the
;legion 6 championship and NJCAA
National Runner-up finish, rated the
lop defensive oack in Region 6 first ream All-jayhawk finished sophomore season with 35 tackles, hve
tackles-tor -loss, two interceotrans,
seven pass break-ups one force
tumble. lour fumble recoveries and
two blocked kicks earned AllAmerica honors as a senior at Ware
County High SCh001. .first-rearn all
region, ali-state and 4A Player or
Year honors in his emit year for Me
Gators helped team to three region
championships and one state runnerup tinish
Illairb Das*,6-3,1* OS
NasSolle, Tam Sassasiar
Earned at-conference honors as a
prior after recording 75 tacKles, 10
sacks, tow interceptions and eight
pass break ups learn captain and
team MVP asc member of the basketball learn.
15 Mat Damn, 1511, MO,Ant
nem% !V. talarray)
Four-year lettenmnner for head coach
Steve Duncan at Murray High
School helped Me Tigers to a 24-2
record and back-to-back district
championships as a Junior and sen
or earned all-region and secondteam all state honors as a
senior three-time firataewn AllWestern Kentucky Conterence selecton garnered hondable mention
academic all-state laurels his final
three seasons tour year letterwinner
in track and field, and three-year ak
tenvinner in baseball three-time
state qealiher :n the shot put

•Clidalba 011K41151, 5-9, 175,
Surraa,Sir Ifbarrayl
Four-year letterwinner for head coach
Steve Duncan at Murray High
School helped the Tigers to a 24-2
record and back-to-back district
championships as a Junior and senior .all-region and honorable mention
all-state selection as a senor . AllWestern Kentucky Conference firstteam selection as a ienior and senior tour-time academic all state
selection four-year lettere:now in
track and field, and three-year letterwinner in baseball state qualifier in
track will graduate in top 2% of his
graduating class.
•Deassramo Edwards, 5-11, 190, CS
Lees kanall. Ma Mies Saw* West)
Served as team captain in helping
lead the Titans to the 2010 state
championship earned second-team
all-state honors atlev recording 67
facades and sa.
interceptions returned one interception for a touchdown first-team ARS:lbw-ban Big 6 selection as a senior

•See SIGNEES, 8A

TOMMY (HUARD

OLIVE, DEESE, DUNCAN UNITE, TRADE BLACK FOR BLUE AS RACERS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Chris Hatcher has a saying he likes to
pull out in regards to recruiting local talent — the best place to begin searching
for prospects is the edge of campus.
This particular year. the second-year
Murray State head coach nabbed three
future Racers from the very precipice.
Murray High standouts Robert Olive.
Matt Deese and Christian Duncan made
their futures official in a ceremony
Wednesday afternoon in the MHS
library, signing their National Letters of
Intent to play football for Hatcher and
the Racers, marking the second consecutive year MSU has signed at least one
Tiger.
Olive (6-3. 295) is listed as an offensive lineman while Duncan (5-9, 175)
will play defensive back. Deese (5-11,
250) was the only one of Murray State's

22 signees listed under the wide-open
"Athlete" category, although Hatcher
said Wednesday he would likely play
defensive line.
All three took their official visit to
Murray State last week, where Olive and
Duncan both received official offers.
Deese had been offered around the first
of January. he said.
Murray State was the only Division I
offer each player held going into
Signing Day, but Deese said he had been
extended walk-on status at Kentucky,
'where coaches told him he would have a
chance to play fullback as a freshman.
The Wildcats don't have a scholarship
fullback on the roster.
Ohio Valley Conference schools
Eastern Kentucky. Austin Peay and
Tennessee-Martin were also reportedly
still showing interest in Deese.
Olive had been getting Bowl

Phillips pleased as Kentucky
signs 26 players
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
coach
Joker
Kentucky
Phillips learned a valuable lesson
while playing for the Wildcats
under Jerry Claiborne in the
1980s: Focus on the recruits you
land, not the ones you don't.
"The only ones you worry
about are the ones who want to
be here," Phillips said. "We
don't worry about the guys that
went out of state and elsewhere."
So forgive Phillips if he's not
fixating on the last-second decisions by homegrown stars Lamar
Dawson and Jon Davis to play
college football outside the

Ledger & Times

Murray offensive lineman Robert Olive (left), defensive iineman Matt Deese (center) and defensive back Christian Duncan don Murray State hats
after signing their National Letters of Intent to play for the Racers Wednesday afternoon at the Murray High School library. Looking on is (from left)
Diane Olive, Tiffany Deese, Fonda Duncan and Steve Duncan

Bluegrass.
Dawson,
named
Kentucky's Mr.
Football 2010
following his
senior season at
Boyle County,
signed
with
Phillips
Southern Cal
while Davis. who had originally
verbally committed to Kentucky,
signed with Illinois.
Both players would have
been solid gets for the Wildcats
as they try to climb the ranks in
the Southeastern Conference,
But Phillips doesn't view them

as guys who would make or
break a class. The way he looks
at it. the 26 players who did sign
with Kentucky on Wednesday
are pretty good in their own
right.
"We are excited about this
class," Phillips said. "We have
been in a place that's done a
great job projecting and we feel
like we have projected more than
in this class. In fact, there's more
good projections in this class
from top to bottom, strongest we
have ever had and we are excited
about it."
See KENTUCKY,8A
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I'm going to love
it, playing with the guys I
grew up with, guys I've been
playing with for years. y
— Robert Olive
MHS offensive lineman on joining
teammates Matt Deese and
Christian Duncan at Murray State

Subdivision interest from Georgia Tech
and said he received another call from
the Yellow Jackets Wednesday after
signing his Murray State letter.
All three had offers from nonDivision I schools.
For each, however, the deciding factor was the atmosphere of hope sur-

rounding Murray State's program after
last year's successful 6-5 campaign, the
first winning season for the Racers since
2004.
Duncan, Deese and Olive said they
paid close attention and attended many
of MSU's games last season, where they
watched former MHS teammate
Brandon Wicks become the Racers'
leading tackler as a freshman.
"When we went on the visit, it was
just the work ethic, all of the rearrangements and adjustments the coaching
staff has made," Deese said. "It's a big
difference. I've seen a real big transformation. After having two undefeated
seasons in high school, I don't want to
go to a team that's losing. It's good to
see they're making progress."
All three were also looking forward
IN See NHS,8A

Cardinals sign 20, including
13 Florida natives
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Charlie Strong
looked to the Sunshine State in
the hopes of refurbishing hi.
program's depleted talent pool.
The Cardinals signed 20
players on Wednesday. including 13 from Honda. Strong has
deep ties with that state, going
back to when he was an assistant
coach with the University of
Florida.
But he said it wasn't his
allowed
that
influence
Louisville to gain quality
recruits.

Instead, he
credited defensive line coach
and recruiting
coordinator
Clint Hurtt's
tireless efforts
in the Miami
area with the
Strong
Cardinals
being able to lure some of the
city's top players to a school
over 1,000 miles away from
home.
"This is his recruiting class
because of the number of guys
he had." Strong said.
The class is highlighted by

quarterback Teddy Bridgewater
from Northwestern High in
Miami. Getting a commitment
from the 6-foot-4, 180-pound
Bridgewater started a domino
effect that ended up with seven
other players from the city signing with Louisville.
"When we were able to get
Teddy, he had so many friends in
south Florida ... all those guys
played against each other and
grew up in (Pop Warner) together." Strong said.
Two of Bridgewater's teammates. safety Jermaine Reve and
IN See LOUISVILLE,SA

SPORTS
•Louisville
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iii Kentucky

•Racers
From Page 7A
: top ottense last seaonka cno
for 2011, the focus
iii
ior recruiting was heasy on
defense. Hatcher said.
In fact. the second-year coach
concentrated on filling specific
positional needs more this season
than he would in a normal recruiting period.
'The big emphasis was put on
defense.- he said."We always try
to get the best player ay ailable.
hut this year we didn't have a
whole lot of scholarships to deal
with, and once we signed some
guys at mid-term. it limited the
pool a little bit.
"We actually. more than ecer.
said, 'OK. we need this many
defensive linemen, this many
linebackers, this many defensive
hacks. We were able to really target and insert guys in slots more
I've ever been accustomed
i(
than

From Page 7A
Not all Ihe homegrow mm targets got away.
Highly regarded offensive linemen Daman
Miller and Zilch West decided to stay in their
hometown.
"When we line up next year. four of our five
offensive linemen will he Kentuckians and these
guys fit the mold." Phillips said."They are athletic, a guy (West) that can play center of the guard
position. another kid Miller) we think will be an
outside edge guy
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From Page 7A
wide receiver Eli Rogers, also signed with the
Cardsnals. Bridgewater and Reve are already
enrolled in school.
Strong also lar,..d some homegrown talent.
signing 6-foot-3 receiver DeVante Parker from
Ballard High. just a couple of miles from Papa
John's Cardinal Stadium.
Parker's job will be to help kiekstart an offense
that struggled making plays down the field last
season.

•MHS
From Page 7A
to continuing their careers with
one another as well as reuniting
with Wicks. In all. the Racers
will have six Murray natives on
next year's roster including
Calloway County alums Casey
Brockman and Grant Williams.
"I'm going to love it, playing with guys I grew up with.
guys I've been playing with for
years." Olive said.
Hatcher called Olive a
"powerful" offensive lineman
with good footwork, but said
offensive line is the most difficult position for a freshman to
gain playing time.
He called Duncan a -doeverything" player in high
school, and said he would have
an opportunity to compete
immediately, especially on special teams.
Hatcher said he expects
Deese, at the least, to provide
depth at a defensive line position that was a need for the
Racers.
"Matt, coming out, he had
two choices," Hatcher said.
"Either go somewhere that ran

Perhaps the Racers' biggest
concern Was at linebacker, where
they graduated three seniors who
saw significant time last year.
MSU signed four linebackers, all
of whom should have a special
opponunity to play immediately.
Hatcher was especially generous in praising Sam Small. a 6foot-1. 230-pound transfer from
Mississippi
Northwest
Community College. who he said
could he the Racers' starting middle linebacker this fall.
"I really feel like he's going to
conic in and have a chance to be
our guy in the middle," I-hitcher
said of Small, who earned second-team All-America honors as
a junior college sophomore. "It
went down to the wire on him.
We were crossing our fingers last
night that he would give us the
'yes'. and we really feel like we
got a big get there."
From Page 7A
The class was also loaded with
defensive backs, another area of •ammo. Mass, 5-11. 190, RA
emphasis. Hatcher said the defen- DebelL 1Ikb.
Enrolled in January aria will participate in
sive backfield stood out for its spring practice special teams contnbutor
and
year,
last
pedonnance
ixior
each of the past two season at
indicated the unit wasn't as ath- Cincinnati played on special teams
against Florida in 2010 Sugar
letic as he would have liked.
Bowl earned first-team all-courty. allOne of the headliners of the region and all-state honors after rushing
yards and 21 touchdowns as a
incoming group of backs is Victor for 1 491
senior at Mt Clemens High School aisc
Daniels. another junior college competed In track and field runner-up in
the 100 meters and 200 meters at the
transfer who earned All-America
honors as a high-schooler at Ware slate track meet
County in Waycross, Ga.
•Cepa *say,44,280, OL
Redepableasel
Daniels committed to Hatcher Tberapessi
ali-distnct arid all-region selecat Georgia Southern out of high Two-hme
tion named honorable mention all-stare
school before going to junior col- as a tumor and senior participated .n
lege at Butler County in Kansas' Tennessee High School Football All-Star
Game also a starter on the basketball
prestigious Jayhawk Conference. learn
If all goes according to plan.
Hatcher wants Daniels to slide n ame UNIskeld, 6-4, 275, OL
u,.10111sra Coady)
into a starting cornerback slot ▪
Named first-learn All-District 4-5A hair,
senior orabie mention all-state selection particireturning
alongside
Dontrell Johnson this fall. Such a pated in the Louisville vs Kentucky Bane
of the Bluegrass Game participated in
move would allow senior to-be Kentucky High School Coaches
Nathan Brinkley to move to safe- Association All-Star Game
ty, where he met with much sucIII Oswego Mack, 1.1. 165, WI
cess toward the end of the 2010 Darkest Ikea, Fla. iSsabrserei
Orginally signed with Murray State in
campaign.
Even with the emphasis on 2010 earned Second-Team All-Area
honors after helping the Sandcrabs to a
defense. the Racers got a high- 7-5 record as a senior recorded 38
for 572 yards and seven touchcatches
back
nrotile transfer at running
for 305
Subdivision downs also returned 11 kickoffs
BCS
Irom
yards and a score registered two inter•
Cincinnati. Quentin Hines. a 5- ceplions
foot-1 I. 190-pound Detroit
native, was a special teams con- •Owen Mckliertim 162. 210. LS
Illserpki, Tem 11111Psa0
tributor for the Bearcats over the Helped the Roadrunners to a 13-1 record
past two seasons and played in and the Tennessee 55 state
finals named District 15-AAA Defensive
the 2010 Sugar Bowl.
Player of the year after finishing senior
The only quarterback signee season with 121 tackles 21 tackles-for12 sacks five forced fumbles and
loss
was Spencer Phillips. a junior
fumble recoveries efforts earned
college transfer who Hatcher said three
him a spot on the all-state first team as
went the .11/C0 route not because well as a member of the Memphis Area
of academics, but because he did- Best of the Preps team
n't see a lot of playing time in IR Robert Oka. 6-3, 295. 01
high school.
fly. Murray,
Hatcher said he expected the Four-year letter-winner for head coach
Steve Duncan at Murray High
class to lose several members
School helped the Tigers to a 24-2
who wouldn't qualify academi- record and back-to-back district champ,
airships
as a rumor and senor earned
cally this fall while the Racers
all-state and academic all-state honors
will likely pick up a few more late as a senior selected to the Maxpreps
All-Kentucky Team as a senor two time
signees.

I-formation and be a fullback or
come to a place like this and be
a D-lineman. He's very strong.
explosive, very athletic. The
only' knock on him is he's
height-impaired, hut I don't
recruit guys to change light
bulbs."
All three Tigers were primarily recruited by defensive
coordinator Ashley Anders. As
soon as Duncan and Olive
received offers last week,
Duncan said there was little
doubt about the choice.
"It was a span of like 10 to
15 minutes. I think we all knew,
but nothing much was said
about it then," he said.
"Everybody knew that was
where we were going to go."
Olive was an anchor for
Murray's offensive and defensive lines for the past two seasons after whipping his body
under Steve
into shape
Duncan's guidance prior to his
Junior season.
He played left tackle. but
says he isn't sure where he'll fit
it on Murray State's line.
Deese played both defensive
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line and linebacker throughout
his high school career and was
Murray's leading rusher as a
senior, carrying for 825 yards
and 20 touchdowns, averaging
5.1 yards per carry.
Duncan was a jack-of-alltrades, but most importantly,
was the leader of the Tigers'
defensive backfield.
He played quarterback as a
Junior, then converted to running back his senior year,
where he was the Tigers' second-leading rusher, accumulating 666 yards and eight touchdowns with an average of 7.2
yards per carry.
Hatcher, who benefited from
Wicks' breakout freshman season last fall, said he didn't hesitate to recruit Murray. because
he knows what type of player
he will get.
"Those guys. they know how
to win.- he said. 'They come
from a good program, know
how to work had. All those
intangibles put those guys a
step ahead of guys that don't
come from winning, championship programs."

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobocly can protect your AUTO
anytetter than we can!
211.1 WA St.• Murray. KY • 753-3415
Jolla WIIINeerts

Slaty Auto
biSyrapce:

SCOREBOARD
Prep Boys Basketball
Today
Christian Felloship at Ballard Memorial
7 30 p m
Murray at Dawson Springs 7 30 p m
Calloway Co at Hickman Co 7 30
pm
Fulton City at Rektand 7 30 p m
Touchstone Energy All 'A' Classic
(at Eastern Kentucky University)
Heath us Barbourville 6 30 p m
Prep Girls Basketball
Wednesday
Touchstone Energy All 'A' Classic
(at Eastern Kentucky University)
Sheldon Clark 52 Ballard Memorial 51
Today
Fulton City at Reidland 6 p rn
OVC Basketball
Today
Morehead St at Jacksonville St 7 45
pm
Tennessee-Marlin at Austin Peay 7 45
pm
Murray St at Tennessee St S p m
IESPNUI
Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee Tech 8
pm
State Basketball
Today
South Alabama at Western Kentucky 7
pm
National Basketball Association
Ali Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct GB
W
37 t1771
Boston
12
New
25 23 521
15
Tk.Philadelpho
22 26 458
23
15 35 300
New Jersey
13 37 260
25
Toronto
Southeast Division
L Pct GB
W
34 10 708
Miami
—
31 18 633 31-2
Atlanta
31-2
633
18
31
Orlando

21 27 438
13
charlotte
21
13 35 271
Washington
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
34 14 708
Chicago
19 27 413
14
Indiana
19 28 40414 1/2
Milwaukee
17 32 34717 1/2
Detroit
8 41 16326 1/2
Cleveland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
40 8 833
-San Antonio
7
688
15
33
Dallas
32 19 627 91/2
New Orleans
15
26 24 520
Memphis
23 28 45118 1/2
Houston
Northwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
31 17 646
°Manama City
Deriver
29 20 592 2t.2
3
29 21 580
Utah
26 23 531 5 1/2
Portland
11 37 229
20
Minnesota
Pacific Division
L Pct GB
W
—
LA Lakers
34 '5654
10
23 24 489
Phoenix
13
20 27 426
Golden State
19 29 39614 1/2
L A Clippers
12 3426120 1(2
Sacramento
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 100. Toronto 87
Indiana 117, Cleveland 112
Philadelphia 106. New Jersey 92
Charlotte 97, Detroit 87
Dallas 113 New York 97
Memphis 102 Minnesota 84
Oklahoma City 104. New Orleans 93
Denver 109. Portland 90
Phoenix 92. Milwaukee 77
Houston 97 Utah 96
Chicago 106 LA Clippers 88
Thursday's Games
Miami at Orlando 7 p m
Milwaukee at Golden State 9 30 p m
San Antonio at L A Lakers. 9 30 p m

•Signees

all-region selection, as well as a threetime first-team All-Westem Kentucky
Conference honoree placed third in the
state in discus as a rumor
•Simmer Mips,6-1, 1110, QB
&gess Ora (West Les Angeles College)
Enrolled in January and will participate in
spring practice earned first-team allPacific Conference selection after going
244-for-370 for 2 466 yards and 18
touchdowns also rushed for 322 yards
arid tyvc touchdowns
•Ti. Powell 5-10, 165. WI
Peri CrwillAwIL Ky.(Fest Camplaill
Finished career with 1 275 receiving
yards 1.084 rushing yards and 43 touch
downs also recorded 450 tackles arid
nine interceptions two-time all-state
selection earned Ail-Western Kentucky
Conference honors his final three
years three-time selection lo the Leaf
Chronicle and Kentucky New Era all,
region team Bluegrass Preps selection
as a 'unto; and senior played in
Kentucky All-Star Game and Kentucky
vs Tennessee All-Slur game in 2010
•leff Rickard. 6-2,235, DE
Elsalialbbnis, Ky. Ikea Kari,
Named Elizabethtown All-Area Defensoe
Player of the Year arid second-learn allstate after finishing senior season with
106 tackles 12 sacks. 21 tackles-forloss three forced fumbles and three fumble recoveries

field team
•San Small, 6-1. 230, LB
Villessa, Mks. Dierererest Mississippi CCI
Two-year starter helped the Rangers to
a 9-1 record and the MACJC North
Division championship earned SecondTeam All-America honors after finishing
season with 91 tackles, tour tackles-torloss 25 sacks, hue interceptions and 12
passes detended earned all-region and
all-state accolades as a
sophomore selected to play in the
MACJC Ali-Star Football Classic recorded 61 tackles as a freshman
11 Chris Stake, 5-11,250, DT
Chicago. IL new Ceseissally College)
a'
,
Played for head coach Eric Waldste
Harper Community College team captack57
recorded
tain as a sophomore
les including 10 tackles-for-loss and
three sacks
•Dever Wallace, 6-3. 270, OL
Mee, Mks. fEast Mississippi CCI
Two-year starter on the ctlensrve
line helped the Lions to a runner-up finish in MACJC North Division standings
arid a spot in the state playoffs helped
learn capture the 2009 North Division
championship and the MJCAA State
championship with an 11-1
record defeated Western Arizona CC is
the 2009 Mississippi Bowl

tivin'tligh 111 n the Hog
781-PORK Murray. KY

Open Super Bowl Sunday
12:00 to 4:00 Call in
orders only. Please
order by 5:00 Saturday.
7B1-71075

•Kerb 'kabobs,6-1, 255. DE
takersprlea, Md.(ASA lealtakl
Earned second-team all-Northeast
Football Conference honors as a sophomore finished season with 27 tackles
including a league-best 10 sacks also
added 1 7 tackles-for-loss
•Lc Ikea, 1.2,220, OE
Mita,ea. Masks. 11141111111 Cassel
Earned second-team All-Western State
Football League honors after posting a
league-best 10 sacks arso sad 48 lacy
les and 18 tackles-for -loss helped
Monsters to art 8-4 record and the Salt
City Bowl
•Trey Rillyew, 6-2, 295, Pt
Meatris, Ca. ICeleeitt Cserilyi
.,,necl all-region accolades afier heiping
!re lead the Packers to the state championship game graded at 90,as a senior
arid recorded 61 kn,-kriewr. blocks
•Ckris SCUM. 5-11. 205,18
VaideMa, Ca. ilimerlinl
Two-year starter helped Mi.
10-3 record and the third roue; ,
ofts earned second-learn ailmtoion h -•
ors after recording 89 tackles three
sacks two interceptions and 1 fumble
r
rack and
recovery also a rr

eitri
"Ji1St 501 lt1-1 of the 15orcier

Masthay, and his
We would like to
Bowl.
upcoming appearance in the NFL Super
invite all of you to "Paint the town, GREEN' in honor of Tim and
his team the Green Bay Packers.
Murray, let's get behind this young man and let him know
that Murray, KY is proud of him and his amazing accomplishments. Let's get Murray "Green" for the week, whether you're a
Packer fan or not. Proudly show your support on your businesses and wear your green this Sunday to honor Murray's son, Tim
Masthay.
Proudly supporting

We are so very proud of our very own, Tim

Lane Le
Swivel

The COLDESI Beer and the Widest
Selection for your Super Bowl Party!

4 tQlors:

-

I' 1'

.

Just 7 1/2 Miles from Murray on 641 South

Kathy Erwin
Maureen Williams
Brian Willrams
Suzanne Hudson
Dan Hudson
Rudy Lovett
Gwen Lovett
Debbie Wagoner
Billy Wagoner
Dennis Crawford
Bill Page
Hugh Massey
Brenda Ferguson
Pearly McClure
Hugh Rollins
Eddie Rollins
Donnie Winchester

Tony Boone
Susan Cunningham
Larry Jackson
David Poyner
Todd Swain
She/lie Wilson
Chad Culp
Nick Ryan
Gwen Trice
Chris Bailey
Cedric Cherry
Doreen Johnston
Amy McDowell
Rechelle Turner
Dave Carr
Teresa Speed
Monica Evans

Scott Turner
David Fields
Wayne Jackson
Justin Scott
Judy Muehleman
Laurie Edminster
Lisa Polivick
Debbie Burgess
Michele Garland
John Karania
Melanie Dawson
Tern Benton
Kenny Erwin
Teresa Nixon
Rick Fisher
Susan Fisher

'00
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American Furniture
Iherablend Leather
Itentley Brown Sectional
Klaussner Queen Bed
Dresser & Mirror $998• Chest $698

Save On Over 50 Dining
Rooms & Dinettes!
6 Piece Dining
Room

,

Includes: Ashley
Summerlands
Counter Height
f- able &6 Bar Stools

Base Cs? Hutch $1098

5Piece Dining
Room

(1tatnapper Tanner
-1)11111 Reclining Console
toveseat with Cupholders
•

Includes: Vaughn
InnovaStone
Marbletop Tabk &
Base & 4 Stook

$898
Owl graining Pad Over Chaim.Sofa $$98
3 Mere Sectional with Ifiodge.$1999
to
nd

Turin, Full, Queen King Sets
udigiCVIvie Foam & Latex!

Lane Pad Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner
3 Colors: Green,
rtdv & Fan

111 022batizi)
:
"
welcome to bed-

TEMPUR-Cloud

Lane Leather Essentials
,Swivel Reclining Chair
& Ottoman
,
4 Colors: Red, Tan. Bei
Black
Si
•
•
•

i,ane
Rocker
Recliner

$1598 I 4;in(

4-
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Double wedding and showers
pose double trouble for guest

Looking Back
len years ago
Published is a picture of Murray t 'alloway County Parks
employees working together to
install a new backstop fence on
field number 2. The renovations
tor all the ballfields are in preparation for the opening of the
baseball season this spring.
Dallas Vvilloughby.. senior prearrangement specialist for Cornerstone Management Systems.
representing the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home in Murray was
recently named as the leading
prearrangement specialist in the
nation by Cornerstone.
Murray High Lady Tigers lost
to Calloway High Lady Lakers
54-52 in a basketball game.
Twenty years ago
Hundreds of residents marched
down Chestnut and 4th Street to
the court square Saturday morning in support of U.S. troops
and service personnel currently
deployed in the Persian Gulf crisis.
The Murray Fire Department
responded to a fire call at the
West View Nursing Home Sunday around 9:17 a.m., according
to a department spokesman. No
fire was found, according to
reports.
Charles (Leroy) Eldridge and
Wilson Gantt. retired MSU faculty and staff, were recently
appointed co-chairmen of the local
fundraising effort for the $2 million Regional Special Events Center in Murray.
Thirty years ago
Dedication of the new University Center on the Murray
State campus is scheduled Saturday. Feb. 7. with many officials who helped obtain the facility expected to attend.
Published is a picture of Carol
Myers. treasurer of the Murray
Vocational Center class of 1981
nursing students, presenting a
$300 check to Robert Trenholm.
treasurer of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. The money'
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was raised thiough the ylass's
auction.
DEAR ABBY: What's your
The seminar "Love Canal opinion of having a double wedInfamy or Prophecy- will be held
ding and a double shower for two
Fnday, at 3:30 p.m. in the Stugirls within the same family?
dent Center Auditorium.
Would it be appropriate to split
Forty years ago
the monetary gitt since it comMurray State University's combines the events? Please de not
pulsory ROTC program will be
identify me because I have already
replaced by a voluntary system
expressed my dismay to another
family memnext fall
ber and was
Willard AlIs spoke on "Drug
told that I'm
Abuse" at the meeting of the
the only perZeta Department of the Murray.
who
son
Woman's Club.
thinks it is
Boy Scout Troop 77, sponinappropriate.
sored by the Christian Men's FelI need to
lowship of the First Christian
know if it is
Church, took first, second and
socially
fourth places in the Klondike
acceptable. -Derby last Saturday on the Boy
ANONYScout Reservation.
IN
MOUS
births
reported
Recently
THE MIDinclude a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
WEST
By Abigail
Max Lawrence.
DEAR
Van Buren
Fifty years ago
ANONYToday has been designated as
MOUS: My mother and her iden"Oliver Day" in conjunction with
tical twin sister married in a douCampus Lights of 1961. Oliver
ble wedding. Because they did
is a ;log who is one of the feapractically everything together. I
ture attractions of the annual
wouldn't be surprised if they also
Murray
at
musical production
had a double shower -- although
State College.
I never thought to ask her about
The Parents magazine seal of
it.
approval has been awarded to
Please remember that wedding
All Jersey Milk, according to the
and shower gifts are just that -ad for Ryan Milk Company' pubGIFTS. You are not compelled to
lished today.
spend more than you can afford,
Fourteen 4-H Club members
but there should he a separate
enrolled in the Tractor Mainteone for each event that you attend.
•••••
nance Project at the organizational meeting held at the MurDEAR ABBY: I work with
another woman who always comes
ray City Hall.
to the office in professional attire.
Sixty years ago
She as lovely. My only problem
The temperature in Murray
with her clothing is that it's so
warmed up to 9 degrees above
devoid of color that it makes het
zero last night.
appear incredibly drab and
The Murray Telephone Office
depressed. She wears all beige.
has four lines down between Murall black or all white, which does
ray and Paducah and one down
cothing to enhance het beauty.
between Murray and Mayfield
She is a quiet person. vol underyesterday due to the snow and
stand her not Wearing flashy reds
ice.
or loud colors, but a little bit
A special feature for the "Chilwould bring out her inner vitalidren's Corner" by Joette Lassiter
ty.
is published today.
Would it be presumptuous of

Dear Abby

me to suggest she might add some
color to her wardrobe, or should
I just leave it alone? Should I
buy her a scarf to brighten up
all those muted ensembles? -SUFFERING IN BEIGE-LAND
DEAR "SUFFERING": If I
were you I would tread carefully an this area. Your lovely coworker may wear monochromatic
outfits because she does not wish
to draw attention to her beauty
and inner vitality. If you are close
to her, you might buy her a scarf
and say you picked it up because
you thought it would look wonderful with her beige suit However, if she doesn't wear it, don't
take offense and don't push the
issue. Not everyone has the same
taste in fashion.
•••••

DEAR ABBY: I am a 46-yearold woman who has always
believed in the adage "A smile
is the only language that everyone can understand.' Sometimes
I will offcr a quick. casual smile
to people I encounter in a grocery' store or other public place.
Last week, a woman frowned
at me when I smiled at her. Another woman passed me with a puzzled look on her face. A young
man's inflated ego allowed him
to respond with a No thanks!"
after I offered him a smile. It's
a shame that in today's world
some people have become so illmannered that they cannot return
a smile and accept it for what it
is -- a friendly gesture. -- HAVE
A NICE DAY IN BARGERSVILLE, IND.
DEAR H.A.N.D.: My mother
used to say that the most effective cosmetic a woman can wear
is a smile. In stressful times we
don't see enough of them. The
individuals you encountered must
have been having a had day Allow
me to share a wonderful thought
penned by a gentleman named
Robert L. Bass: "Warmth is a
communicable disease. If you
haven't got it, no one will be able
to catch it from you.

Addressing non-traumatic
bone fractures
undergone testing such as a DEXA
i dual energy X-ray absorptiometry) that measures the density of
bones in areas most commonly
affected by osteoporosis. Other
tests less commonly' used include
computerized tomography' (CT) or
ultrasound sonography. which utilize high-frequency sound waves
to view internal structures. If it
is time for another X-ray, your
physician can determine whether
the Boniva is working for you.
If both of you feel it's time for
a change, ask whether 1,500 milligrams of calcium combined with
600 IU of vitamin D might be
an appropriate substitute. This is
a tough call only you and your
prescribing physician can agree
upon.
To provide related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report 'Osteoporosis.•
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am 89
and in good health. but I no
longer have a sense of smell. Can
it be iestored?
DEAR READER: The answer
depends on the cause Some causes result in temporary loss, while
others. unfortunately, result in pernianent loss If ..,ou have had a
recent cold. sinus infection or hay.
fever. the condition will likely
clear on its own within a reasonable period of time. If you suffer from nasal polyps, a tumor
or nasal deformity, surgical correction may be necessary to remove
the lesions or correct the abnormality and may restore your sense
of smell. Medical conditions such
as diabetes. Huntington's disease
or hormonal disturbances should
be ruled out.
Speak with your primary-care
physician for his or her opinion.
If you don't meet with success,
request a referral to an otolaryngologist (ear-nose-and-throat specialist), who can help you sort
through this annoying problem.
Good luck.

DEAR DR.GOTT: I have been
taking Boinva for almost five years
Could I or should I stop now?
I've heard there is some discussitm about this. I'm 74. Your opinion, please.
DEAR READER: Boniva is
prescribed to slow bone loss,
increase bone
and
mass,
treat or prevent osteoin
porosis
a
women.
condition in
which bones
become thin,
weaken, and
are subject to
easy fracture
The Food
Drug
and
By
Dr. Peter Gott Administration issued a
‘aarning to physicians and their
patients on Oct. 14. 2010. regarding an increased risk of bone fractures of the thigh with bonebisphosphonates
strengthening
such as Boniva, hisamax and
Actonel. The report went on to
indicate it remains unclear whether
drugs in the category trigger thigh
fractures, but because of the potential connection. labeling now warns
of the possibility. It is understood
an individual who falls or is in
an automobile accident might experience a fracture, but these findings suggest breaks without any
degree of trauma involved. Rarely.
osteonecrosis (destruction and
death of bone tissue) of the jaw
has been linked to bisphosphonate use.
At this stage. ihere are no
guidelines as to how long a patient
should remain on the drugs, but
the FDA stated the fractures may
he related to the use of bispho%phonates for longer than five
years. but patients should continue treatment unless directed othervase by their physician "
My guess is that you have

Dr. Gott

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Feb.,, the
34th day of 2011. There are 331
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 3, 1959, rock-and-roll
stars Buddy Holly. Ritchie Valens
and J.P. "The Big Bopper" Richardson died in a small plane crash
near Clear Lake, Iowa.
On this date:
In 1865, President Abraham
Lincoln and Confederate Vice President Alexander H. Stephens held
a shipboard peace conference off

the Virginia coast: the talks dead- by a German torpedo: only some
locked over the issue of South- 230 survived.
In 1966, the Soviet protse Luna
ern autonomy.
In 1913. the 16th Amendment 9 became the first manmade object
to the Constitution, providing for to make a soft landing on the
a federal income tax, was rati- moon.
In 1971. New York City police
fied.
In 1930, the chief justice of officer Frank Serpico, who had
the United States, William Howard charged there was widespread corTaft, resigned for health reasons. ruption in the N'YPD. was shot
(He died just over a month later.) and seriously wounded during a
In 1943, during World War IL drug bust in Brooklyn.
In 1991, the rate for a firstthe U.S. transport ship Dorchester,
which was carrying troops to class postage stamp rose to 29
Greenland, sank after being hit cents.
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WHAT 00 YOU
rr MATTERS, sr.icK
WOE WITH OUR
WEATHER'S
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e

BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Friday, Feb. 4, 2011:
Focus on security this year.
Security comes in many different forms. For many it is money;
for others, it is emotional; still,
many people find it through
spirituality or religion -- but for
most people, it is a combination.
As you determine what you
need, you will start growing. If
you are single, as a result, you
will attract a new type of suitor.
If you are attached, you and
your sweetie will be talking
more openly. PISCES has a very
different sense of what is
acceptable than you.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Understand what is happening within your immediate
circle. You can instrument
change, even today, as long as
you are willing not to be in the
limelight. Don't think someone
isn't noticing
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Priontize, especially as
you have many people who are
unusually motivated and are willing to pitch in. Your ability to

accept different ideas helps you the flow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
update some more-dated ideas.
***** Where others run into
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others eye your actions. a brick wall, you come up with a
Someone might leave some solution. It might be difficult to
work for you to finish up for him immediately answer a request
or her. Fortunately, being ener- that could Involve a change of
plans. Your drive and organizagized, you quickly clear through
tion is profound.
work right now.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your ability to relate *** Pressure builds. You might
makes all the difference when ask yourself what you can do to
dealing with others You think in alleviate some of the tension
terms of gains within a partner- Could you be making some judgments that are causing you a
ship. Stretch and look at the big
probiem? Try to relax.
picture
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Deal with associates, ***** Your words have an
friends and family directly. You impact. You could be taken
might need to revise your think- aback by the reactions cf others.
You have strong opinions about
ing about an investment. You
can see beyond the normal finances, and are unlikely to
scope of possibilities because of change them. You might be best
off forging out on your own.
a conversation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might have some *** Take a back seat, but be
very strong opinions about a per- aware of the costs. You might
want to do something very differsonal matter. Another party
involved also has a strong opin- ently from others around you.
Listen, consider and express
ion, but one that differs from
your feelings.
yours Quite a bit.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to revise **** You might want to underyour opinion about a personal stand what is happening behind
matter. Not everything is occur- the scenes_ If you don't, you
ring as you might like. You can could have some anger to deal
resist change and upset yourself with. Understand your own senand others, or you can go with sitivities.

Crosswords

HELEN, ORDINARILY
: AGREE WITH YOU,
BUT I THINK YOU WERE
A LITTLE HARD ON
THE REAL 40USEWIVE5
O HOLLYWOOV

4
I MEAN, PO YOU LOOK
AT THEIR LIFE5TYLES AtiD
HAVE A HARP TIME THINKING
OF THEM A5 'HOUSEWIVES.?

A1S1)
g'A

I I
ZI1k F1 F.1 IE 1_ I:1C)

I
1

Aitit
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Oki.

uM NEVI

I-IESTE WE
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NO °I LOOK AT
THU i:IGURE5
AND HAVE A
HARP TIME
THINKING OF
THEM A5
REAL.

;
EVERY WEEK

IF VOW? CLEAN MY
LITTER BOX EVERY
wOuu7N'T
PAM,
BE 50 BAP

ACROSS
1
5
10
12
13
14
15
16
18
20
21
23
24
26
28
29
31
32
36
39
40
41
43
44
45
46

Lord's wife
World-weary
German sub
Horse opera
Sr; —
Permanent con
GI entertainers
1942 Abbott arid Costello film
Got smaller
Basehaller Cey
Diner desserts
Rocker Vicious
Composer Waller
Finish a hole
Drill need
Injure
Bar topic
Ran out
Peculiar thing
"Xanadu" band
Tussle
Perimeters
Battery makeup
Wild card, at times
Brawl
Plays the ponies

FtlE/NfsillJ

1
2
3
4
5

SOO
HERE YOU V EVENTUALLY,
MARCIE,
ARE 5IR .
&LAO (0
YOU'RE &0IN6
TO DRIVE ME
13E OF
ASSISTANCERAZY

rl

Musical transition
Pick
Ax amounts
Swimmer Biondi
Lhasa —
Ball girl

33
34
35
37
38
42

GROUNa
DARN I
U N B

Hip

8
9
11
17
19
22
24
25
27
28
30

Humdingers
Disconcert
Generous one
Shaggy beast
String tie
Den
Originally
Boss's command
Gofer's job
Lose luster
Marnie's mate
Gifted
Used an aerosol
Wedding planner
Minimally
Diamond judge
Big parties
Maximum amount

HEMS
lal T 0
OFF

B al I LT
SLOE
AU
OPENTO1
' PT
T I
WAY
REWINDS
ER
SLIDE
EDEN
TERMED
AN
DATA
LED
All
AXEL
YE
[300S
MADDEN
1

2

3

4
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.5i, voting Rids For Financial Audit 11
System is currently accepting Fads
financial statements for a term iif y
June 30, 2011 To reciese a copy of t
contact the financial manager at 24
System at 401 Olive Street,Murray,
1270)753-5312 Murray Electric S)
accepting bids through 3,00 pm on I
11, 2011 at their office located at 40
Murray, Kentucky
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SALE!
SALE! SA.
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MI Handbags ,16.0
Everything else 50Z

by Jacqueline Blear
for

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

.13 1_ 1=1 IV ID I ECI3

Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray ledger & Times will be
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(Old Uncle Jeff's Built

Horoscope

Today In History
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GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
CUSTOM BEEF
Pasute Raised
Grain Fed
No Growth Hormones
No Antibiotics
By the Quarter
Cu) to your
specifications
STUBBLEFILED
FARM
Munay. KY
853-0528
kistubb@apex.net
Faye's Custom
Embroidery &
Screen Printing
16.04 Hwy 121
Bypas.s, Morrayn
(270)753,1743
ky

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we II
try to find.
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

2
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31

36

30

32

'17

33

38
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40

41

13

44

45

42
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BUILDING
STEEL
WINTER
2010
CLOSEOUTS! SAVE
THOUSANDS!
CANCELED ORDERS.
30X40.
REPO'S
16X24, 20X30, OTHERS. LIMITED SUPPLY SELLING FOR
OWED.
BALANCE
DISADDITIONAL
PROGRAM
PLAY
866-352SAVINGS
0469
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do Occur.
Readers using this
;nformation do so at
tneir own risk, Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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270-7'
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

I

VISA 1
sow

7 7777

fe4,7
Help Wanted

‘1101kolitelltiVekt
Men( E
Financial Audit Murray Electrp
System is currentl) accepting bids for the audit of
financial satements for a term of 5 years beginning
-June 30. 2011 To recieve a copy ol the REP pleats.
contact the financial manager at Murray Electru
System at 401 Olive Street,Murray. Kentucky or at
12701753-5312 Murray Electric System will be
accepting bids through 100 pm on Friday. March
11, 2011 at their office located at 401 Olive Street.
Murray, Kentucky

Accepting Bid. For

SALE!
SALE! SALE!
All Ilandbaqi 116.00
Everything else 50X, OFF
Trends LS1 Treas'ires Mall
(Old Uncle Jeff's Building I

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH?
Hours • Monthly Pay
Minimal
•
Taking Applications for
• County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
•
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

41 lb DSO

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
CUSTOM BEEF
Pasute Raised
Grain Fed
No Growth Hormones
No Antibiotics
By the Quarter
Cut to your
specifications
ST UBBLEF ILED
FARM
MurTay. KY
853-0528
kistubb@apex.net
Faye s Custom
Embroidery 8,
Screen Printing
1604 flw) '
Bypass,
(270)7534743
BUILDING
STEEL
WINTER
2010
CLOSEOUTS, SAVE
THOUSANDS'
CANCELED ORDERS.
30X40
REPO'S
16X24, 20X30, OTHERS LIMITED SUPPLY SELLING FOR
OWED
BALANCE
DISADDITIONAL
PROGRAM
PLAY
866-352SAVINGS
0469
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
tneir own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

JUST give us a call,
we II be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & limes.

Call 753-1916

APPLICATIONS being
accepted for electrical
and
journeymen
apprentices, data and
security tech Send
resume to P.O Box
1040-A, Murray, KY
42071

CURRENTLY seeking
experienced
an
Advisor.
Service
Requiring experience
in the automotive field
for scheduling, data
entry and
manageinventory
career
ment. Great
outstandopportunity,
ing co-workers and
hard working environApplicants
ment.
should be self-motivated ambitious, goal onented. result driven and
eager to provide great
service.
customer
Send resumes to 701
Main St, Murray, KY
42071.

DISCLAIMER
When at-cessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpaye at
murrayledyer.coni.
will hr redirected
it) totincts)ork corn
ffy dclaull.
Murt.n and local loh
learnt:,%%ill appeat
this website
Row cwt. as a nahon.11
,Aehsite, not all 'Ming,
the Johnemock Lonl
are placed through
Ledge'
the
Sr Times Please call
us it you !hue any
questions regardiny
the Murray area
rob listings Thank you

Lake area convenience
store. Must be mature.
reliable, honest, flexi
ble, great with customers and willing to
work weekends Part
time to start, possible
full time Exp. helpful
279-293-9284
Call
MARKETING Director
with a proven track
record needed to help
double our company
again, Salary depends
on experience and
proven results Send
to:
resume
Recruitment Mgr. PO
Box 363, Murray, KY
42071
Part time book keeper,
collecting plus deposit
agent. Manager of
rental property. Must
be familhar with computer program similar
Light
to Quicken.
house keeping shopping, and occasional
apt cleaning. Must
have reliable transportation. Starting pay
plus gas
$8 001hr
allowance
(270)752-0201
Spring cleaning only
$7 25-$10.00/1r based
on experiences references needed
270-759-4556

ASSESSMENT SPECIALIST:-Responsible for
expediting the intake process for individuals
seeking services at Four Rovers Behavioral
Health -Mayfield office by conducting comprehensive psychosocial assessments.
QUALIFICATIQN,%,Bachelor's in behavioral
health discipline and three years experience in
behavioral health case management preferred.
Work flexible hours KY drivers license/safe
record. Send resume to: Anne Thurman. Vice
President for Human Resources, Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway, Suite 201.
Paducah, Ky 42001 Open until filled EOE

Please send
live.
resumes to 701 Main
Street, Murray. KY
Equal
42071.
Opportunity Employer.
Applicants must be 18
years old or older and
have a valid US
driver's license

Domestic & Childcare]

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4/1/11 TO 11/30/11 KY 0419110
FPS FARMS.HAZEL KY 8 OPENINGS
4/1/11 TO 1;122,11 KY 0419136
SOUTHWEST FARMS, MURRAY KY 11
OPENINGS 3/20/11 TO 1/20/12 KY 0419324
FLMORTON FARMS MURRAY, KY
9 OPENINGS 3/15/11 TO 1/15112 TN8396978
LARRY CROUCH, GRAY, TN. 5 OPENINGS
312911 TO 9J20/11 TN5355780
TIDWELL BERRY. SPRING CITY TN
2 OPENINGS
FARM LABORER/NURSERY LABORER
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate of
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWRI whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in this
order at time work is performed
59 71 HR 3;4 CONTRACT HOURS guaranteed.
ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE
HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND
COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50°. OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE APPLY
FOR THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF
STATE WORKFORCE AGENCY IN THIS
STATE USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS
ABOVE WITH A COPY OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST POST EMPLOYMENT

intrepid
Immediate FT LPN Opening in Mayfield for
Office Intake/ Clerical Position
Join the company that's Setting the Pace in
McCraken. Marshall. Calloway. and
Graves County'
Job duties include referral completion, insurance preauthorization. ciaia entry. MD office
liaison, and general office duties such as
answering phones, photcJcopyrng, and prepar
ingifiling medical records. May also be asked
to make occasional home visit. Must have
clean criminal and driving records and work
history and hold a valid KY LPN license.
Competitive pay rates
Contact Dena Gibson at Phone 270-753-14Jor fax your resume to Fax 270-759-9936
Attn Dena Gibson BOM
EOE

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
other pattions
Send to
PO Box 363
Murray, KY
12n-

see serrWrdfrr ram

SEEKING automotive
consultant
sales
Looking for people that
are customer focused
motivated to improve
and have strong people
skills Great opportunity for experienced and
inexperienced inch,oclu,ils to start a lucrative
career with a highly
successful automohve
dealer
No previous auto sales
experience is needed.
out previous retail
sales of any type
he concidered a p

HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
'Give
bottom.
me a call
731-336-3891
references avaliabl.

L

120

MOM COMPUTERS
Service`Sales
Repairs,Upgrade759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator. electric & gas
healer storm windows
753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
2 night Caribbean
day in
Cruise. 1
Nassau. 2 people. from
Ft Lauderdale. $129
3 day. 2 night in
Orlando 4 people 2
tree one day Disney
World tickets. 5139
753-4801
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at
Trends-N -Treasures
Kids Welcome' Buy
and appraise coins
270-753-4161
HAY for sale
$3.00! Bale
753-1287
Moving Sale Childs
BR suite $200 PR1000
$300,
Bowflex
Pro
Commercial
Cyclone Rake $1.000
Call 207-227 9279

11111140.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

270) 753-1713

Saki'

intrepid
Immediate Opening in Mayfield
for Data Entry/ Clerical Position

"Line Ad Special"

fN

P.-

20 words- One week
Only 41 9.00

,oin the company that's Setting the Pace Jr
McCraken, Marshall, Calloway, and
Graves County'
Job duties include data entry, filing, and
upkeep of medical records, answering phones
photocopying, and placing office orders for
supplies. receiving supplies, and stocking
shelves_ Must have clean criminal and drtving
records and work history. Diploma or an equivalent required. Competitive pay rates. Contact
Dena Gibson at Phone: 270-753-1434 or fax
your resume to Fax 270-759-9936
Attn Dena Gibson BONI
EOE

1,0
Apartments For Rent
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N 3RD
753-1502
SALE
Mattress sets starting
at $149 951 Special
extra savings on all
furniture'
Farm Equipment
L2800. 5'
Kubota
woods bush hoe. 6'
disc. 2009 Scag zero
turn mower.
270-227-9043

FIREWOOD
(2701210-6267 Pick
up or delivery
220
Musical

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chestnut St.
Guitar, Piano, Drunm
Voice & more
Piano Timing
DJ .3 Sound
We Train Youth
Bands!
(270)978-1961

1994 Atlantic 38R.
2BA Needs some work
and moved $10,000
Call 227-8721 after
4prn
2BR and lot.
$12,900
Available in Feb. 14
places sold so far.
Dont miss out,
(270) 753-6012

3BR $295 LX.:
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets 753-9866

1BR, price reduced,
locations
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2-3BR. 1.5BA, water
paid. erect. Available
Feb 1st, 753-9479,
227-0836,
2BR IBA Townhouse
$475WTI
with
Please
$500-month
270-753-7559
call
28R apt partially furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets. $300/mo
767-9037
28R. 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
furnished
water
S600,month, no pets
753-2225

2BR, 28A duplex.
secu
$525.'mo.
rity-deposit, no pets
please. Call 4928566 after-6pm or 2938566
4B0, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
let Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Druguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts
270-'53-8554
TV!)1400-545-1833
6
Ed.233 ..0
Cr Eq... 000ortundy
apartEFFICIENCY
ments for rent. Some
utilities paid_ $2504no
No pets. 767-9037
Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905..
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
12701492-8211
1 8 2BR apartments.
Midway. Lease. references. & deposit. No
Pets. 270-753-0859,
270-753-5214
LARGE 213R $550/mo,
$550/deposit. Lease
and references No
pets. 1606 D Miller
upstairs. Laundry room
and water provided.
519-2699.

hs.

(270)753-1910
de

me

/*NA

ae

1628 Olive. 2BR 1BA
Practically on campus
include
Appliances
W/D refng, and stove
4865085
BR. Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728, 270-994-3308
2-car
IBA.
2BR,
garage, large yard, partially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441
2BR, IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
2BR, IBA, C/H/A, all
appliances. $350 •
deposit & references.
No Pets, 270-753-1059
2BR. 28A. 1 car
garage, all appliances
including WO, excelcondition
lent
rent
$725/month
5725/deposit
270-293-8919

Large 3BR Duplex
2BA. 1 car garage, all
appliances no pets
year lease & deposit
$800/mo.
House. IBA.
3BR
refrigerator
stove.
WO. 1 car garage, no
pets, year lease &
deposit. 5585/mo.
270-293-5427

2BR close to MSU.
Coleman RE
753-9898
3 & 4BR Houses
C/H/A.
Available
Locations
Various
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

38R, 1.5BA. garage &
workshop, stove. dishpets
no
washer,
Murray 270-753-0259
EXTRA nice 38R 2BA.
in
located
borne
Estates
Whitnell
Central HeaL'AC. 2-car
garage, all appliances
S900/mo
furnished
one year lease. referdeposit
&
ences
Call
required
(270)753-1713-Day
(270)753-3827-Night
VERY nice 3BR with
garage, C/H/A. and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898

360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
CO:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St, Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
°fuer sr 1215.& Glendale.
IMO $25 10,415 $40
12701436-2524
12701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
eriside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Space
Storage
Available Main St
Hazel
270-753-8623

e
OOP

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDC.) #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D.
stove
refrigerator,
Very quiet All utilities
paid including elecinc
$600,Mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Call Ashley Morris
or Natasha Hui son to place am ad

;1191
s
a subscription to the

MIRRA1
LEDGERSITBIES
Home Delivery
Local Ntail
$30.00
3 mo
$35.00
MO.
$55.00
6 mu
4.63.00
6 mo.
$105.00
1 tr.
$110.00
1 tr.
Rest of KY/TN
'Pun... 4 IS,k3mi4

e

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

3 rim
6 me
1 yr

All Other Nlail
Subscriptions
$75.00
mo.
$96.00
6 mu.
$145.90
1 yr.

Money Order

Cheek

Visa

Name
1 St Addres.
I
I
— MSU STUDENTS
WELCOME*"
38R. IBA. CIKA.
detached garage. 1
mole east of Murray.
No pets $600.1month,
lease • security & gas
deposit Call
270-753-1718

•
14tate
Davt urn,. Ph
Mdll

e
e

this coupon with pas ?III tit

Murray Ledger & 'Times
P.O. Hots 1040
Murray. KY 42071
(Sr call 12701 753-1916

MI('

CLASSIFIEDS
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MBC Storage

AUCTION

tariand Rentals. Inc. has now acquired
G & W Storage located at Junction Of •
For your boat and

"mini storage needs, please call
270-753-2905 our office is located at
1900 N. 12th St. Suite A in the Murray.
Business Center. Visit our other

N..12th Mf3C Storage

or 641 North Murray Store & Lock.

lEoN BEAc

ItI

-,
MINI . -'
11STORAGE
, ill 11
1114

All Size Units • Climpte Cont I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
512 WhItnell Ave.

. 753-3853
ommercial Prop
For Sale

Plomes For Sale--1

-PRICE REDUCED"
CHURCH building.
pews and pulpit on
approximately, 1 acre
of ground. Murray,
KY
Call 931-964-0182 or
931-279-1267 'Good"
to Tel( conditionReady to use'

07
1920
sq-ft.
38R/3BA
cpen concept, hardwood floors
living/kitchen, vaulted
ceiling, carpeted bedrooms,
tile
bathrooms/utility.
4.25
acres located 5mi from
city county taxes, city
water
$194.500.00
767-0028/293-0028

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS
KODIAK Model 280, 22 Magnum, SAVAGE ARMS Model 340 Series E
223 Cal w Weaver 4x Scope: REMINGTON 41-P 'Target Master" 22
Rifle, Bolt Action w/Peep Sight, WINCHESTER Model 72, 22 Bolt Action
w! Peep Signt, (2) J. STEVENS "Crack Shot- 22. HENRY 22 lever Action.
(2) WINCHESTER Model 67. 22 Single Shot sy, Peep Sight. REMINGTON
- Field Master' Model 121.22 Pump Action, SAVAGE Model 24 S-E, 22
Magnum & 20 Gauge. Over & Under: WINCHESTER Model 26 9MM
Rerrfire, Shotgun/Catridge. VERY RARE! WINCHESTER Model 6022. Bolt
Action; WINCHESTER Model 63, 22LR. Super Speed & Super X. WHIPPIT Model C 22 Bolt Action; RG (Japenese) -Chipmunk" 22LR. REMINGTON Model 24. 22 LR w! Peep Bottom Elector: STEVENS/REMINGTON
-crack shot'(A Gun smith Original- Cooper Built). REMINGTON Model 7.
7MM- 08w/Refeeid Scope, MAUSER 7MM Bon Action ier/ Leopold Scope:
1800's MARLIN 'Marlin Safety" 38-40 Caliber w.Octagon Barrel:
STEVENS 22 A & I CO.. DIAMOND E "Side by Side,- Double barrel:
MARLIN Model 883 Stainless Steel, 22 Magum w/ Deerfield Scope;
SEARS "Ranger Model 36 S. L. LR, Bolt Action vit!Peep, RUGER 10-22
22 LR w Bushnell Variable Scope. CHIPMUNK 22 S. L.. LR, Bolt Action
HANDGUNS
SMITH & WESSON 44 Winchester Specail, 6" Revolver; RUGER MARK II
Target. Stainless Steel. 22. Clip, Smith & Wesson C.6 shot, 22 revolver;
SMITH & WESSON 4', 32 Revolver; MARLIN Model 60 Pistol G:ip. Snake
Gun (Customized). SMITH & WESSON "Lemon Squeeze( Stainless. 36
Short w/Genuine Pearl Grips; COLT `Pocket Posotive". 32. FRASER 25
Auto
ATV, TRAILER. LAWN EQUIPMENT, KNIVES & AMMO
1996 HONDA 300 Four Trax, Four Wheeler. 2 Wheel Drive, In Excellent
condition SNAPPER 12 HP Riding Mower. 6x10 Utility Trailer: ECHO.
STIHL & HOMELITF. Chainsaws. CASE XX Knives, JOHN WAYNE &
other Collector Knives. AMMO. 9MM- 2 Boxes, 17 Boxes 7.62x39: 3 cases
w/60 Boxes per case 7.62x39, 308. 410 223- over 450 rounds: 20 Ga;
243, 40 Cal.. 00 Buckshot, 12 Ga. 44 Magnum, 13 Boxes, 7MM Mouser:
45 HP, Jacketed, 32L- Remington . L COLT; 38: 22, 22mag.. 22WMR,
357:
9MM shogun shells (very old & rare), Gun Powder & Accesones. & Much,
Much Morel!'
Terms on Perso,Lal Property Full settlement day of sale NO CREDIT OR
DEBIT CARDS NO BUYERS PREMIUM,All announcements made day of
sale take precedence overy any previous advertisements
AU TiON ONDUCTED BY
Stove,,) Bvroch Auct'oneer
AuctooGeer, Reel Est4te Brow

Commerical Prop For Rent
Downtown
Murray
Prime
Commercia
Building. 1,850 mit.
Available Feb 2011.
Rent
$400-500
depending on length of
lease. 865-705-5812.
Retail Store Front
+/2,300sqft.
2 200sqft. Main St.
Hazel, KY
270-753-8623
RETAIL Store in Hazel.
+15000
SF
Si000 00/month
270-492-8211

2 cute male poms 8
wks old, $100 each
270-759-1107 or 270293-4611
2 female fawn boxer
puppies $250.00 each.
382-2472
A.P.R.I.
Registered
Boston Terrier Pups.
Born November 30th.
vet checked, shots and
wormed to date. $350
each. Cash Only
270-492-8062

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riserfield Estates.
"BC Real Propert
PmfessionaLs

293-7872
REDUCED. Priced for
Quick sale New energy
efficient, 3BR, 28A 2car garage. 2.240 sd•
ft. cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781. 559-2032

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.
430
I Estate

1

•ItirraN I edger & limes tatt
\

2000 Honda Civic EX.
2 door. 136,000 miles.
automatic,
black,
dependable, good condition, $4.500 00.

A-1 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617,
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe. and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping Maior
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
CHILDCARE.
Openings
available
now.
Affordable.
Dependable.
M-F
5:30a.m-5.30p m Sat
5:30a.m-12noon call
270-293-7067

Davis Electrical
Services
Licensed & Insured
32 yrs exp.
Replace a Light or
Rewire your
entire House.
New Construction!
Free Estimates!
270-978-1106

YOUR AD
COULD SE
HERE FOR
ONLY $7500
A MONTH •
CALL 753-1916

iiigIit
aICI=1=161

tau can count ii,, the
mast experienced
19'est K.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
'1`A.Ttttrt

ill Electric

Oakhill
1414
Dr..
Campbell
Estates.
145x175h. perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876
460

[1

Since 1986
Res.. Corn . & Ind.
1.14.-ensed & Insured
All !ohs - hip or small

753-9562

saxhulktedri torn

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters.
junk & tree work.

For Site
H°"s

I

Spacious 4BR , 3BA
with office and large
game room, Across
from country club.
Asking $350.000 00
270-293-7906

A&B Ouality
New & Used
Furnitue
We buy anything
& sell everything,-

(270)530-0450

1YcA

LOVELINE - $10 EACH
1ne more than 25 ‘aordsi

Deadline for receipt of
photos er love lines is
Wednesday, February 9
at 5PM.

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks jo Fencing
We De It All!
No Job To Smarr
270-873-9916
or visit Our WebSAG
kantuokylaile
namodsting.corn
'REF ESTIMATES

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
+light Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FRAME S TREE
- SERVICE!'
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Server.
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insure"
Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323
--FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
-.tump grinding firewood Insured
189-2839

FREE
PICK UP

the office at 1001 14 hitnell Awe. Murray
between 8:00a.m. and 5:06 p.m.

tz. Marble

7134087_
1,lie %Haack 73,aarrrn
270-293-5624
xi I
\1

wsrt
\I.1 \It \T
'

weekly & spec al pickups
locally esnedieperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

rh.pla‘ Heuri &MU°

Handyman
'Horne:Ault+,
.Cag.
Electncal:',MObiln
Welding; Yards,"Ti
Molding.&.MucbM
, No Job TooSmri
Jacob
270-978-0278

"

Contact Ashley or Natasha at t270i753-1916
for more information.

ACTUAL SIZE OF AD
40 grpl oilth

na,r!

SUDOKU
Conctptis SudoKu

ievPral 7.4e0 huthberi r he
the ng,per,
,n the empty SQUarPS SG that each row each column and eac..h
3.3 box COntartS the same number only once The cefficurtyi.ver
of the Concept's Sucloku increases from Monday to Sunday

Kr l)asc (trern

Answer to previous puzzle

7

3
7

530
Services Offered

3301 St. Rt 121N.

I love you forever and a day'
Mom

and phone number to
PO. Box 1040. Murray. AI 42071 or come by

rf4 LK. •2924

Hamilton Granite

Keegan.
You are the blessing I'm
thankful for each and
everyday!

Mail information, payment, and render', name

Fax 1770)376-2997

530
Services Offerer!

149499.

58 more for a double spot

BUNCH BROS. AUCTION

530
Services Mend

ayee-c-e7/

sire than tv.ii people per
picture and no nuire than IS words)

IL REALTY, INC.
et,a-e i2701 375 7992

pice--ses,

Avesal ”ye.orkwie, et a, 1
-rive,

PICTURES - $12 EACH

1940910 bunChbroltiucbonrietty tom
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

n:er.0

kg.tee-same..; Vrer•
reyy--y

753-2905

locations at 1900

57.4euy,

Private conaction Sell-Out of Mr Robert Bob
Tanner Mr Tanners has collected Ties for over
50 years and decided to sell Absolute to the
highest bidder his collection of Rifles. Shotguns
& Hand Guns as well as 4 wheeler, mower.
trailer. knives & ammo- Some items very hard
to find

Behind Murray Business Center

"

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 5TH, 2011 AT 1000 AM
LOCATION. Woodland Milts. TN Community Center
From Union City take Hwy 5 past Abernathy's Cycle
to Woodland Mills
Watch for signs to Community Center!!

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 NI. 12th St.

Hwy -94 & Hwy 280

N1 urray Ledger & Times
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530
Services 011ared

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicurin
. Landsraping &
_Leaf_ Vacuuming
Satisfartien gocrante

753-1516

•461

Would like to assist
with the care ot your
family member. Have
experience and references 270-933-0613

' .1-METE LLC
r..14009t,11-1•G
•
IniffoOr litaster.
& Corirete

(2701293-7971
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570

013RYAN TREE

& DEBRIS
• Locally,owned
and opbrated
• Frep E
•-Lic & In;
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Toms
270-753-1916

Check us owl on the Web!

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Divorce with or without
children $125 With
FREE name change
documents and marital
settlement agreement.
Fast and ease Call us
24hrs/ 7days. 1-888789-0198
Reach over 1 million
readers with one call
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word
classified in 70 newspapers for only $250
AUTOMOBILES
CONSIGN YOUR
CAR' April 8 & 9. 2011
The Branson Auction
Branson, MO Over
300 cars expectedCall Today, 800-3353063 www.bransonauction corn
BUSINESS SERVICES
FREE HD For Life'
Only on DISH
Network' Lowest price
in America' $24 991
mo for over 120
Channels! $500
Bonusl 1-866-2403844
HEALTHCARE
HIP Replacement
Surgery If you had hip
replacement surgery
between 2005- present
and suffered problems
requiring a second
revision surgery, you
may be entitled to
compensation
Attorney Charles

Johnson 1-800-5355727
HELP WANTED
Able To Travel, Hinng
8 people. No experience Necessary.
Transportation &
Lodging Furnished.
Paid training. Work &
Travel Entire USA
Start Today' WWW.pro!ekchemical corn 208598-1879
California Boundl
Guys/ Gals to travel
USA with coed business group representing major Fiock&Roll,
Fashion and Sports
publications,
Transportation furnished Must start
ASAP 1-888-802-8747
Home Based Internet
Business $500-$1.000/
month part-time
$2.000- 55.000/ month
full-time possible
Flexible hours.
Training provided
FREE details
www K348 com
Women Set the
Standards'
Opportunity, leadership. responsibility and
the respect pushing
the limits In an equal
opportunity environment for men and
women To learn more
about opportunities
that await you. call 1800-282-1384 or
navyteam118*gmaitc
0131
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career FAA

approved program
Financial aid if qualified Job placement
assistance CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance /388 2072053
Approved for VA
Education benefits
Learn to Operate a
Crane or Bulldozer
Heavy Equipment
Training. National
Certification. Georgia
School of
Construction
www.Heavy5.com Use
code "KYCNH" 1-866429-7932
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
'Medical, 'Business,
'Paralegal
'Accounting. 'Criminal
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial Aid
if qualified Call 866460-9765
www CenturaOnline co

SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
Play Where the
Hooter s Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown.
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky Call 502
570-9849 for tee
times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ACT NOW' DRIVER
TRAINEES NEEDED
FOR TMC No
Expenence needed
Train in 16 days at
Truck Amenca
Training 1st year avg

$38,000 Tuition
Financing Available
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644

TMC/ Werner BBB
accredited Mt
Sterling KY 859-4989988. 800-883-0171

CALL NOW' BIH
Trucking Company,
International Truck
Driving School Now
taking Students' No
CDL No problem'
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available
888-780-5539

Class-A Drivers
Needed. Local,
Regional and OTR
runs for Louisville.
Lexington. KY arid surrounding areas Must
have 2 years recent
driving experience
Call Mon-Fn. 9am4prn 866-270-2665.
www bestdrivers job.

CDL TrainingCAREER CENTRAL
We Train and
EMPLOY you
Company Drivers Up
to 40k First year. New
team pay' Up to 48e/
mile Class-A CDL
training Regional
Locations'(877)3697192 www centraldrivingjobs net
COLA Drivers $1.000
bonus Dedicated Solo
run Maryland to
Arkansas w/ Relay in
Eastern Kentucky.
Home weekly. Up to
40cpm Need Hazmat
Endorsement 1-800835-9471
www expressway
group corn
CDL-A Drivers Drive
for the Best' Top
Equipment & Pay
$1.000 Sign on Bonus!
Excellent Fleet
Managers lyr OTR
Exp Boyd Bros
Transportation 800543-8923
Class-A CDL Training
Delta Career Academy
WIA Approved Job
placement assistance
Tuition reimbursement
available Hiring for

DON'T Miss a
Paycheck' Flatbed
$750 p/wk Guaranteed
lst 2 wks Employed'
1Yr OTR & Class-A
CDL neci d Excellent
Compensation 888472-0675 or
www gicc chiefind coni
Drivers- 1000,Tuition
Paid CDL Training' No
credit check. No experience required!
TRAINERS Earn 49e/
mile' 888-417-7564
CRST Expedited
www JorriCRST corn
Drivers CDL-A Flatbed
Drivers Needed' Sign
On bonus available'
Great pay & Benefits'
Ask us about lease
purchase OTR
Expenence Req d
Horr adyTran•portation
corn 8004414271 X KY 100
Drivers- FOOD Tanker
Drivers Needed! OTR
Positions available
NOW'COLA w,'
Tanker Req'd
Outstanding pay &
Benefits! Call a
recruiter TODAY 877882-6537 www oakleytransport.com

Drivers- Regional Van
Drivers. 35-37 cpm
based On experience.
BCBS Benefits
Package. Home
EVERY Week. CDL-A
with 1 year experience
required. Call 888-3628608. or apply at
www averittcareers.co
m Equal Opportunity
Employer
Drivers. Short Haul,
Long Haul, Regional,
Owner Operators'', NO
force dispatch. Van
freight. No touch,
baseplates and fuel
cards available. Call
anytime. 502-7971344.
Earn a Solid Paycheck
al Western' Van- Avg
pay as high as
$0 35cpm Flatbed
Avg pay as high as
$0 39cpin Both including bonuses and extra
pay items Plus new
equipment and great
Home time CDL-A,
6mo OTH 888-8015295
Flatbed Drivers
Company & 0/0 No
Taming, Company
Drivers up to 27°..
0/0 75% of gross
Home Weekends.
Guarantee Minimum
Pay 800-554-5661
x331 aweransport corn
Flatbed Drivers
'Home Weekly 'CSA
Ready' •starting pay
39cpm- 40cprn Paid
vacation and holidays
1 year 7/7 exp reg 1888- WORK-4-US
www aventtcareers co
m [OE

